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ONE-DIMENSIONAL KOHONEN MAPS ARE SUPER-STABLE
WITH EXPONENTIAL RATE

1. INTRODUCTION
In articles published in the early 80's ([27], [24], [25], [26]) the Finnish
electrical engineer, Tuevo Kohonen, introduced a type of neural network now called

a self-organizing map (SOM) or self-organizing feature map. The model worked
remarkably well in simulations in duplicating two phenomena observed or suspected

in biological systems:

Self-organizationthe ability of a system to organize itself according to a
certain sensory or receptor feature.

Quantizationthe ability to mimic "measures" on the sensory feature or
receptors.

We consider a generalization of the model presented by Kohonen in [27].

The key feature of this model is the algorithm for updating the weights. The
process is an iterative one, generating a sequence of weights {X}. The latter is a
Markov chain.

1.1. Biological Background
With regards to self-organization ((1) above) and biological systems, there is

a correspondence between areas of the mammalian cerebral cortex and the senses.

Within each area there is further organization relative to features of the stimuli.
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For example, the somatosensory region is roughly a map of the the human body

(the areas of the body sensitive to touch). The auditory cortex corresponding to
pitch is organized in a linear, monotonic fashion according to frequency. In general,

similar inputs are mapped onto neighboring areas.

To illustrate (2), note that the area of the human somatosensory cortex
associated with the (richly innervated) fingers is relatively large when compared
with the area associated with less innervated regions, e.g., the legs or back.

Apparently, genetics accounts for the broad outlines of this organization.
However, there is a great degree of plasticity to this arrangement, especially in the
early stages of development of the nervous system.

1.2. Mathematical Description
Let V C Zd* be a finite vertex set and let
is one-to-one} where d*

[0, 1]dlX

d. Let

D(X,Y) = min{maxjevjlX(i)
where

= {X : V

Y(i)IJ,maxjvIIX(i) - Y(.e - i + 1)II}

(1.1)

is the euclidean norm. Thus D is a semimetric on Td. Define Td to be

the set of equivalence classes on

so as to make (T', D) a metric space. This will

be the state space of our Markov dynamical system. When d = 1 let T' = T. Also,

let Tm be the set of elements of T that are monotonic increasing or decreasing.

We have an underlying probability distribution ,i which we call the environment. The environment is expressed by iid random variables

which have the distribution

K: {0,1,.

.

.,t 1}

[0,1]

.

C [0, i]d

There is also a kernel or neighborhood function

or K: {0,1,.. .,.-1} x N

[0,1] which is assumed

to be non-increasing and, in the second case, to be dependent on time.
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Let X0 E Td be random with a distribution absolutely continuous with
respect to Lebesgue measure. If X,., is the state of the process at time n then the

state of the process at time n + 1, X1, is defined as follows. Let

i11 := arg minjvIIXn(i)

wn+l.

Let

X

= F(X,w+i)

(1.2)

and define

F(X,w1)(i) = K(J(i1 - iI)w+1 + (1 - K((i1 - iI))X(i)
= X(i) + K(J(i1 - iI)(wn+i - X(i))

(1.3)

(1.4)

We restrict our attention the so-called Kohonen string where d* = 1 and
V

= {1, 2,.

.

,

£}. Other oft-cited models are the Kohonen 0-neighbor model (no

graph structure) and the Kohonen grid (d* = 2). Often the environmental distribution will be Lebesgue measure. It is also common in practice to take the kernel

to be

K(i)

&l{i<r}.

In this case we call a e (0, 1) the shrinking parameter and r the range parameter
and the process the standard Kohonen process.

n+ 1

S

S

X(j1) X(i.-1) X(i)

()

.
X(j2)

.

X( + 1) X(j3)

X1(j) = X(j) + al{1i_j1<l}(j)(wnl - X(j))
FIGURE 1.1. The standard Kohonen process, r = 1 (nearest neighbor model).
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1.3. Neural Networks
Abstractly, a neural network is a directed graph [8] whose vertices are called

neural units or processing units. The edges of the graph show relations between
the neural units, representing synaptic connections. Typically, with each edge is
associated a weight. The arrows of the graph indicate the flow of information or
activity. A neural units output is a function of its input. The problem we consider

corresponds to a network with one input or receptor unit connected to each of £
output or sensory units (Figure 1.2). The outputs are linearly ordered from 1 to £.
To the connection or neural link between the input and the output unit i, a weight

X(i) is assigned. The input receives iid stimuli {w} distributed as a. Typically,

wk and X(i) reside in the same space S

Rd. In our case, S

[0, 1]. Which

output unit(s) is/are triggered or activated by a given stimuli w is determined by
the argument i that minimizes lw - X(i)ll where

II

is the Euclidean norm. If i'

is the 'selected' argument or 'vertex' then output unit i' and perhaps some of its
neighbors are activated. All output units receive the input data but activation is
typically local.

The algorithm was originally devised in a two-dimensional setting by Koho-

nen as a model of a biological phenomenon called retinotopythe self-organization

of the visual cortex according to the 'grid' of receptors in the retina. The algorithm was extended to other dimensions and extensively studied [34], [28], especially using non-rigorous simulations. Although the above models are not realistic

in a biological sense, they have found numerous applications, in various forms,
in speech processing [28], image pre-processing and compression [30], insurance
scoring, statistical data analysis [36] and numerical integration [35]. (Some of the
latter applications come under the heading, vector quantization [30], [21], [6].)

5

1

wn+1

input unit

t-1
£

output units
FIGURE 1.2. The one-dimensional Kohonen neural network.

1.4. Results
Our contribution to this theory is to show that the underlying Markov process may be viewed as a composition of iid maps and that this process has a strong

stability property we call super-stable. In particular the Markov evolution quickly

forgets its initial state. Thus the long range future of the process depends only
on the (random) environment. We show that in the so-called standard Kohonen
process, the size of the range parameter r is critical with respect to the certainty
of self-organization. We also show self-organization and super-stability for strictly

decreasing kernel functions. Such kernels have been used in some models, for ex-

ample, algorithms to handle the travelling salesman problem [34]. Our approach
is constructive and geometric, differing from the methods used in the literature.
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2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Beyond Kohonen's 1982 paper "Analysis of a Simple Self-Organizing Pro-

cess,' most of what was known about the algorithm was via simulations (see, for

example, [26]). The first fundamental rigourous paper was that of Cottrell and
Fort in 1987 [13]. The first results were for the standard Kohonen process in the

nearest neighbor (r

1) and the zero neighbor (r = 0) cases. Although, we are

restricting our attention to the Kohonen string (so in the standard Kohonen process, this means r

1), we mention that the zero neighbor case has been shown to

be both super-stable [9] and Doeblin [6] in d dimensions. Also, see [20] for other
results.

In the following, we will denote Lebesgue measure (on the unit interval) by
,

the support of a measure m by supp(m), and the continuous or diffuse part of

a measure rn by m (i.e. in(x) = 0 for all x).

2.1. The Nearest Neighbor Model
Rigourous results on this topic are mainly restricted to the following: Cot-

trell and Fort (C&F/87) [13] and Bouton and Pages (B&P/93) [4], (B&P/94) [5].

2.1.1. Self-Organization

In the one-dimensional model, self-organization refers to the tendency of
the maps to become monotonic (increasing or decreasing). Kohonen showed that
Tm is an absorbing class for the process. For a.s. self-organization of the process,

7

we have

Author/Date

Conditions on p

C&F/87
B&P/93

SUpp(Pc)

contains a non-

empty open set
If m :=

inf{X

Tm}the hitting time for Tmthen in both of the

above articles it is proved that V X0

2

T, i

> 0 such that P(Tm < T) >

i which

implies P(Tm < oo) = 1.

Bouton and Pages give an example of a measure p with no diffuse part
where self-organization does not occur.

2.1.2. Existence of a Unique Invariant Measure
The following results were found concerning the existence of a unique invari-

ant measure for the Markov chain. See section 3.4.3 for the definitions of 'invariant

measure,' 'Doeblin' and 'Feller.'

Author/Date

Conditions on p

C&F/87

p =

B&P/94

20C
2i

B&P/94

Comment

Proved Doeblin recurrence

[0, 1], open set,

Proved Doeblin recurrence

such that p0

p is continuous

Modified chain is Feller
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2.1.3. Stability
In our approach to the stability of the process we begin with two starting
positions X0 and Y0 and look at D(X, Y) where our neighborhood function K is

independent of time. Other researchers have used neighborhood functions of the
form K(i, n) = ao(i) where

E (0, 1) for all n and u: {0, 1,... ,

-

[0, 1] with

o(0) = 1. In addition, the following conditions are imposed

?000

<oc.

(2.1)

Applying the algorithm with this neighborhood function, the stability of an

associated ordinary differential equation (ODE) is investigated. To describe this
in more detail we need

Definition 1

The

Voronol tessellation Cz(x)ZEv of x E iT is defined by

C(x)= {zE [0,1]djxj_yJJ < lIkyII,

ki}, ViE V

Now let

u(k - iJ)
IcEV

f

(x

- w)p(dw)

(2.2)

So h is an averaging function. The associated ODE is given by

= h°(xo),

xo

iT

(2.3)

Conditional convergence, in the sense of Kushner and Clark, to an (asymp-

totically) stable equilibrium x of the ODE is then studied. (Recall that xK is an
equilibrium point of the given ODE if h°(x) = 0.) An equilibrium x is said to be

stable if it has a stable attracting area F. Let x(x°,.) denote any solution of the
ODE starting at x°; I

is defined as a neighborhood of x satisfying the following:

9

Vx°
Vx°

(iii)

F*, Vu E R+, x(x°,u) E F

E F*, limucx(x°,u) =

VC C F,*, C compact, Ve> 0, 3 rl,c > 0 such that
Vx° E C, IIx° - x*I

r1,c =

SUPUER+

Ix(x°,u) -

<e

The Kushner and Clark theorem is as follows:

Theorem 1 Assume that

c

= oc and >> a < oc. Let x be a zero of h

and let C be a compact subset of its stable attracting area F2,t. Then the sequence

(X)>0 "conditionally " (a.s.) converges to x*; that is,
urn

t+oo

X =

on the event AJ := {(X)>0 is bounded and X E C infinitely often}.
This leads to the following

Definition 2 If(Xt)tjv satisfies Theorem 1 andx* is a stable equilibrium, (X)tEN
"conditionally " a.s. converges to x.
Let F+ be the set of increasing maps in Tm and F be the set of decreasing
maps in Tm (so Tm = F U Fj. With the above in mind, assuming the condition

in equation 2.1, the following results were obtained:
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Author/Date

Conditions on

Result

/1

=

C&F/87

hu has a unique equi-

librium x' in F and
X
B&P/93

supp(,u) = [0,1] and diffuse

-i x

a.s.

hU has at least one
equilibrium point x

in F
B&P/93

i'

has

a

log-concave

strictly
density

f > 0 on (0, 1)

any equilibrium x is

stable, so X -*
conditionally a.s.

2.2. More General One-Dimensional Models
These models assume o to be non-increasing and r

1.

2.2.1. Self-Organization

Apparently, Flanagan [17] has established self-organization for the 2rneighbor models with a strictly decreasing neighborhood function.

2.2.2. Stability
With the notation above, let (S) denote the following assumption:

(o(1)<1and2) or (o(2)<1and3) or (a(3)<1 and5).
(2.4)
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In two papers in 1993 and 1995 ([18], [20]), Jean-Claude Fort and Gilles Pages

found that assuming equation 2.1, condition (S) and that Xo E F, then
Conditions on

Result

h has a unique equi-

librium x in F and
X -+
supp(i) = [0, 1] and diffuse

a.s.

h0 has at least one
equilibrium point x

in F
/1

has a continuous density f on [0,1]

if x is an equilibrium

and either (i) log f is concave on [0,1]

point then x

and f(0) + f(1) > 0 or (ii) logf is

and X -

strictly concave on [0,1]

tionally a.s.

E

x condi-

2.3. Multidimensional Models
2.3.1. Self-Organization
In [19], Fort and Pages discuss the self-organization of the Kohonen string
(and grid), showing it has no 'strong self-organization' property, i.e., there does not

exist an absorbing set such as Tm in the one-dimensional case. They also give a
definition of 'weak self-organization' as well as mention Flanagan's [17] 'temporary
self-organizing property.'
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2.3.2. Stability
Let K(Id, u, a) represent the Kohonen string on the d-dimensional unit cube

with environmental measure p on I' and neighborhood function a. In [20] there is
the following

Theorem 2 Let K(12, p, a) be the Kohonen string on J2 where p

/21 0 /22,

a = a1 ® a2, and /Li and /22 have continuous densities on [0, 1]. Assume that x1

is a stable equilibrium for K(I, p, aj). Let x2" =

some i > 0 such that var(p2) <i implies x =
K(12,p, a).

wp(dw) E [0, 1]. then there is

0 x2" is a stable equilibrium of

13

3. BACKGROUND
As an aid to understanding the following sections we mention some defini-

tions and results from probability. We begin with a probability space (, F, P),

where 1 is a space, F is a o--algebra on f and P is a finite, positive measure,

P:

-+

[0, 1] such that P(l)

o-field and a set A

1. In probability, a a-algebra is called a

.F is called an event. We will assume that all events

are in .F unless otherwise stated. A random variable Y is an S-valued func-

tion on f measurable with respect to F i.e. Y
E

- S and

:

Y-1(E) E Ll for

B(S) where B(S) is the Borel a-algebra on S and S is assumed to be Pol-

ish i.e. a complete, separable metric space. Typically, S = R' for some k. The

measure u induced by Y or, more commonly, the distribution of Y, is de-

fined by t(E) = P({w : Y(w) e E}) = P(Y e E) where in the last term we
have followed the standard practice of suppressing the independent variable

The notation P o Y1 is also used for the distribution of Y Note that

/2

.

is a

probability measure on the range of Y. We denote the a-field determined by Y

by a(Y) = {Y'(E) : E E B(S)}. Similarly, a(1',. . . , Y2) is the smallest a-field
containing a(Yi),.. .,a(Y).
The probabilists' term for a characteristic function of a set A, XA, is the in-

dicator function for the set A, 'A Probabilists reserve characteristic function
(of a distribution) for the Fourier transform (of a measure). Almost every(where)

(a.e.) translates to almost sure(ly) (a.s.) or "with probability one".
The initials 'i.o.' mean 'infinitely often.' In the definition,

{A i.o.}

limsupA = fl

U

A,,

14

they refer to the fact that if w

{A i.o.} then w is in infinitely many of the Ak.

£ is a A-system if (i) l E £. (ii) If A, B
(iii) If A,

E

£ and A I A, then A

E

E

£ and A C B, then B A E £.

£. 2 is a ir-system if it is closed under

intersections and contains l.

Theorem 3 (Dynkin's irA Theorem) If P is a ic-system and £ is a A-system
containing 2, then a(2) C C.
Proof: See [3].

3.1. Expectation and Independence
Independence is one of the fundamental concepts in probability. Two
sets A, B E .T are independent if P(A fl B) = P(A)P(B). Two o-fields, T and

are independent if P(F fl G) = P(F)P(G) for all F

E

,

G

E

.

Two

random variables, Y and Z, are independent if a(Y) and cr(Z) are. A finite
collection of a-fields, .T,
for all F E

.

.

,

,

is independent if P(flt1F2) = IT= P(F1)

An infinite collection of a-fields is independent if every finite sub-

collection is. Similarly, an infinite collection of random variables is independent if
their associated a-fields are.

The expectation or expected value of a random variable X is denoted
by E[X} and defined as E[X]

= f X(w)P(dw) = f XdP, where the integral is

taken over the space ft An important consequence of independence is

E[XY] = E[X]E{Y].

(3.1)

for independent X and Y. Note that if X = 'A and Y = 'B where A and B are
independent then

E[XY] = P(A n B) = P(A)P(B) = E[X]E[Y]

15

If X and Y are independent simple functions then, by the latter, 3.1 again holds.

By the standard arguments this result can be extended to nonnegative and then
to integrable independent random variables X and Y.
If ,u

= P o X' then by applying the arguments just used one can prove a

change of variables formula

E[f(X)]

=

f f(x)(dx)

(3.2)

where f : S -f S is measurable.
As an application of the 7rA theorem, we have

Theorem 4 If A1, A2,. . - , A are independent and each .A is a or-system, then
u(Ai), cr(A2),.

. .

,

o(A,) are independent.

Proof: See [16].

Corollary 1 In order for X1,X2,... ,X,,, to be independent, it is sufficient that

xi,.. .,X

P(X1
for all x1,. . . , x,,. E

=

HP(X

(oc, ooj.

Proof: Let A = {{X

<

x} : x E (oo, oo]}. Then A is a ir-system and

a(A2) = a(X) and the result follows from Theorem
4.1

The rth moment, 7k, of a random variable X is defined by ink = E[X'].

3.2. Conditional Expectation and Conditional Probability
Definition 3 Let g c T be a cr-field and X be an integrable random variable,
then the conditional expectation of X given ., E[XJc], is a random variable
such that (i) E[X] is measurable . (ii) fG E[Xj]dP = fG XdP. Any random
variable satisfying (i) and (ii) is called version of E[XJc].
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Note that E[XIJ exists by the Radon-Nikodym Theorem and is unique up

to sets of measure zero. If we think of g as information then E[XJ] is the best
approximation to X given

.

If

is 'coarser' than ,.F then E[X(] has possibly

less 'detail' than X, is a 'smoothing' of X.

Examples: (1) If

= {1, O} then the only measurable functions with respect

to

are constants. And f E[XI}dP = f XdP = E[X] = f- E[XIdP. Thus,
E[XI] = E[X].

(2)IfQ =FthenE[XIg]=X.
(3) If g is generated by a countable partition of fl, G1, G2,..., then E[X] must
be constant on each G.

JG,

E[XI]dP = E[XIg}()P(G)

=

JG

XdP

for

wEG

Thus,
I.

E[XIc](w) =

P(G)

iG

XdP) 1G(W)

Conditional expectations enjoy many nice properties:

Theorem 5 Let X, Y, {X} be integrable.
If X

a a.s. then E[XI] = a.

(Linearity) For constants a and b, E[aX + bY] = aE[XIg] + bE[YIc].

If X Y a.s., then E[Xl]

E[YIc].

IE[XI]I <E[XIIg].
(Dominated Convergence Theorem for Conditional Expectations)

If
lim

lim

X,, = X a.s.,
E[Xjg] = E[XJc].

Proof: See [3], p. 468.

Y for all n and Y is integrable then
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Remark: The above proofs are straightforward using the definition and standard
results from analysis.

Two additional properties that are used frequently follow.

Theorem 6 If X is measurable

and X and XY are integrable, then

E[XYI] = XE{YI]

(3.3)

almost surely.
Proof: See [3], p. 469.

Remark: A key step in the latter proof is to show that 3.3 holds for indicator
functions. Let C, C' E
fG'

and X = 1G, then

E[XYjg]CIP

=

f

1GY

dP

by definition

YdP
=1
JG'nG
= JE[YIQIdP
G'nG

by definition

= IG' 1GE[YIQ]dP
Since the above is true for all G' E

,

XE{YJ] must be a version of E[XYg].

Theorem 7 If X is integrable and the cr-fields

and

2

satisfy

E[E[Xg1] Ic2] = E[Xc1] = E[E[X1c2] Ic1]

C

2

then
(3.4)

almost surely.

Proof: The first equation follows from 3.3 and Theorem 5 (i) since E[X1c1]
measurable

For the second equation, note that for C1 e
fG1

E[E[X1c2] Ic1] dP = fG1 E{X1g2} dP by definition
= fG1 XCII'

by definition

= fG, E{XJc1J dP by definition

Is
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Since the above is true for all G1 E ç1, E[xfg1} must be a version of

E[E[X2]

U

The conditional probability of an event A given an event B is denoted by P(AIB) and is defined by P(AJB) = P(A fl B)/P(B) where P(B)
If

ç c j then the conditional probability of an event A given

0.

is defined

by P(AI) = E[lAJcJ. Note that PB(A) := P(AIB) defines a probability measure
on

whose support is B. It is not always the case that P(Ajc)(w) is a probability

measure for all w. However, in most cases of interest, it is. First we need a

Definition 4 Let (f,F,P) be a probability space, X : (,fl -f (S,S)
surable map, and

be a cr-field, ç C

'. Then jt

regular conditional distribution for X given

xS

:

[0, 1] is said to be a

if: (i) for each A E .T,

is a version of P(X E AI) (ii) for almost every w,
sure on (S, S). If S =

be a mea-

i(, A)

is a probability mea-

and X is the identity map, then 1a is called a regular

conditional probability.
Theorem 8 With the notation above, if S is Polish and S = 13(S) then regular
conditional probabilities exist.

Proof: See [16], p. 27 and p. 199.

We will follow the convention of letting E(YJX, X1,

E(Y(X0,X1,..

.

..,

X0) denote

.

3.3. Weak Convergence
Associated with a sequence of random variables {X} on a probability space

(, F, P) is the sequence of their distributions {P o X;'}. We will be interested
in the convergence properties of the latter. Assume throughout this section, as
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before, that S is a complete, separable metric space. Let Cs(S) be the set of
continuous, bounded real-valued functions on S and let B(S) be the Borel a-field

on S. Then the dual of Cs(S), Cr(S), is (isometrically isomorphic to) the space
of signed measures. The weak * topology on Cr(S) is the topology of pointwise
convergence, i.e., a net {,ucy}cei in Cr(S) converges to , if f fdji

- f fd1u for all

f E Cs(S). Basis elements are of the form

{vC(S): ff1du_Jfd <e,i=1,2,...,n}

(3.5)

Let M(S) the set of probability measures on S. If all the measures in 3.5 are
probability measures then these sets form the basis elements for what probabilists

term the weak topology on M(S).

Definition 5 Let {} and

be probability measures on 13(5). Then {} con-

verges weakly to pdenoted by

nlimjI fd

=

J fdt

(3.6)

for all f E C6(S).
By Alaoglu's Theorem the unit ball in C'(S) is weak * compact and hence
sequentially compact. But if M (5) is not weak * closed in the unit ball, a conver-

gent subsequence may not converge to a probability measure. Probabilists say a

sequence of probability measures {} converges vaguely to a measure 1 if 3.6
holds for all continuous f such that limj1...

f(x) = 0 and the restriction that 1a is

a probability measure is dropped. If is a probability measure then

is called

tight. If j is not a probability measure then 'u(S) < 1 and mass is said to 'escape
to infinity.'
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A set A whose boundary ÔA satisfies u(öA) = 0 is called a it-continuity
set. We have the following

Theorem 9 The following are equivalent
fL.

ILn

Equation 3.6 holds for holds for all infinitely differentiable functions vanishing
outside a bounded set.

limsupt(F)
liminf i(G)
lim

p(F) for all closed F.
1u(G) for all open C.

p(A) = 1u(A) for all 1u-continuity sets A.

Proof: see [2] and [1].

3.4. Markov Chains
3.4.1. Introduction

A stochastic process is a set of indexed random variables {Y}1. Typ-

ically, I = 0, 1,2,... or I = [0, T] or I = [0, oo). A Markov chain {Y} is a
stochastic process with I = 0, 1, 2,... and

P(Y1 e BIX,.

. .

,

for all B E B(S). In the following, let

X1) = P(Y1 E BlX).
:= 0(Xk, 0

n) and .7(n,c,)

r(Xj,n < Ic < oc).

Note that for Y measurable a(Xi) this is equivalent to
E[YIX0,X1,. . . ,X] = E[YIXJ.

(3.7)
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Clearly, 3.7 is true for Y = 'A where A E cr(X1). By linearity of condi-

tional expectations it is true for all simple functions that are measurable u(X+1),
etc..

In fact, more is true.

Theorem 10 The following are equivalent

{X} is Markov.
Let A E .T0,nj, B E .T(n,00). Then, for all n,

P(A n BXTh) = P(AIX)P(BX)

(3.8)

For all B E F,00),

For all A E

P(Bj90,1) = P(BJX)

(3.9)

P(Al.(,)) = P(AIX)

(3.10)

j0,nj,

Proof: To get a flavor of the reasoning involved, part of the proof is given below.
For the entire proof, see [12]. Let A and B be as defined above.
(i)

(iii): The statement is true for B

o(X+1). Suppose the statement is true

for B E o(X1), 1 < i < k and for all integrable functions that are measurable

o(X+), 1

i

k. Let B

o(X+k+1), then

E[1B .To,ni} = E{E[1B I.O,n+k]] IO,n]]

= E[E[1BIXfl+k]Pofl}J
E{E[1B IXn+k]IXn]

= E[E[1BlJjo,fl+k]JIX]

E[i2IXJ

by 3.4

by (i)
since E[1BIXfl+k] is measurable o(X+k)

by (i)
by 3.4
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Now, suppose n2 > nj > n and B E F,-. Then

P(B

fl B,.2

O,n]) = E[1B, 1B

jYo,nj]

E[E[1B1 1B2 I[O,nj}}J.O,n}J

by 3.4

= E[1B E[1B2 J'[O,ni]J IO,n)]

by 3.3

= E[1B1 E[1B2 X1]

by hypothesis

.jO,nJ}

= E[1B1E[1B2 IX,]IX]

since 1B1 E{1B2 IX1]
is msble o(X1)

= E[E[1B, 'B

by hypothesis

O,n,}] IXn}

= E[1B,1B2X}

by 3.4

This can be extended to arbitrary finite intersections. Thus, the statement is true
on a ir-system. Since the statement holds on a )-system, the result follows.
=

(iii): We need to show that
E[1A1B}

for all A E

= IA E[1BIXJdP = E[1AE[1BIXfl]]

O,n]. Starting with the last term

E[1AE[1BX]] = E[E[1AE[1BIXThIiX}] by 3.4
= E[E[1AJX]E[1BIXfl}} by 3.3

= E[E{1A1BJX]]

by (ii)

= E[1A1B}
=

(ii):

P(A fl BIX) = E{E[1A 1BIJo,l}IX] by definition and 3.4
= E{[1AE[1BlF[o,}]IXfl]

by 3.3

= E[[1AE{1n X] JX,-]

by hypothesis

= E[1BlX]E[1A)X]

by 3.3

= P(BIXTh)P(AX)
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We define the transition probability p(x, A) through

P({X1 E A} fl {X E F})

f P({X1 E A}ja(X))dP
= JF' A)P o X'(dx)
= {XEF}

for afl A, F E B(S).
If ir is the initial distribution then ir and {p } completely determine the
distribution of the process. So
P(XTh E Ba,... ,X0 E B0)

=

J

(dxo)J po(xo, dxi)...

pn_1(_1, B)
(3.11)

Note that a given Markov chain determines a mapping

Sn = S) by

fI°=0

:

S°°(S°° =

() = (X0(), Xi(w),...) on the o-field B(S°°). If we let

= S then 1 is called the canonical probability space. If w E 1 then for
be the projection mappings, i.e. X(w) = x.

w = {x0, x1, . .} we let X,, n
.

A point w E

is called a trajectory or path.

For an initial distribution r, we will denote the distribution of

by P. If

5(A) = 1 for x E A and 0 otherwise, then we will use P instead of Pot. Similarly,

let Py := Pp0y-i.
A Markov chain determines a sequence of transition probabilities and an
initial distribution. Conversely,

Proposition 1 Let {p} be a sequence of regular conditional probabilities, p

S x B(S)

[0, 1], and let

be a probability measure on S. Then there exists a

Markov chain {X } with transition probabilities {pn } and initial distribution ir.
Proof: See [16], p. 240.

If pn(X, A) = p(x, A) for all n, that is, there is no dependence on n, then

the Markov chain is called stationary or homogeneous.
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From here on, we will consider only homogeneous chains. Some examples
of homogeneous Markov chains are

{X} where the Xk are iid.

Let {Z} be iid and X =

i

Let {Z} be iid and let F: S x S

or, in general,
S. Define

= F(X, Z1). The latter

is how the Markov chain we consider is defined.

For A E 6(S), we define the n-step transition probabilities (t) by
p1(x, A) = p(x, A)

p1(x,A) = Jp(y,A)p(x,dy)
One can show, using induction, that

Pr(Xn E A) = p()(x, A).
Similarly, one can show that

p(n+m)(, a)

Jp(Th)(y, A)p(m)(x, dy)

We will also consider so-called skeleton chains i.e., if {X} is a Markov

chain then if n E Z, {Y} := {X} is a skeleton chain. If p(.,.) is the transition
probability for {X} then p(fl*)(.,.) is the transition probability for {Y} i.e. {Y}
is also a Markov chain.

3.4.2. The Strong Markov Property
Suppose {X} is a Markov chain. Let Xn = Xm+n for some fixed m, n

Then the Markov property implies that the distribution of X is
useful generalization of this. We will need the following

0.

Xm There is a
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Definition 6 A sequence of o-fields, {}, is a filtration ifo ç F.
A typical example of a filtration is given by .F := a(Xo, X1,. .

.,

X,). We will call

this the standard filtration.
Definition 7 Let {X,} be a stochastic process such that o(X) c ,T where {.r}
is a filtration. A random variable r :

- N U {oo} is a stopping time with

respect to {F,} if {T <n} E F.
Theorem 11 Let {X} be a Markov chain and T a stopping time with respect the
standard filtration. Then

P((X,X+1,X+2,...) E BI) = Px7((X0,X1,X2,...) B)

(3.12)

forBe8(5'°°).
Proof: See [7], pp. 131-2.

3.4.3. Invariant Measures and the Doeblin Condition

If {X,} is a Markov chain with transition probability p(.,.), then z' is an

invariant probability measure for {X} if
u(A) = f p(x,A)u(dx) = P(X1 E A),

A E B(S).

Thus, by induction,

PV(X e A)

v(A).

Definition 8 A stationary Markov chain, {X} C A, is (weak) Feller if the map
x i.-+ E[f(x)J is continuous for all bounded, continuous f: A -

R.
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Meyn and Tweedie in Markov Chains and Stochastic Stability [29] develop

a number of conditions to guarantee the existence of a finite or o-finite invariant
measure. We use the following

Theorem 12 If the homogeneous Markov chain {X} is Feller and there exists a
compact set A such that

P({X} enters A) = 1 Vx E S

(3.13)

then the chain has at least one invariant measure which is finite on compact sets.
Proof: See [29] pp. 294-6.

Another way to prove a Markov chain has an invariant probability measure

isto show that it satisfies the Doeblin condition.

Definition 9 Let {X} be a (S,13(S))-valued homogeneous Markov chain with
transition probability p(, .). If there exists a non-negative measure x on (S, B(S)),
n0

1, c> 0, C E 13(S) such that (i) (C) > 0 and (ii) Vx E S, VA E B(S), A C

C PX(XO E A)

c(A). then {X} is said to satisfy the Doeblin condition

or to be Doeblin recurrent.

Theorem 13 Let {X} be as before. If {X} satisfies the Doeblin condition
then it admits a unique invariant probability measure v such that (i) zi(A)
c(A) for every A E 13(S) fl C, and (ii) Vn
A)

- v(A)

1, Vx E S, VA E B(S)

IP(X

E

(1 - cX(C))fb)_1.

Proof: See [14].

3.4.4. Construction of an Invariant Probability Measure
We give the details of the construction of the probability measure given in
section 5.3.2.
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Suppose that the Markov chain {X} satisfies the conditions of Theorem
12, with r is the invariant measure and A the compact set in equation 3.13. Let

SA=inf{nO:XEA}
TA=inf{n>SA:XflEA}

where TA

Tj and assume

VxS.

ETA<0C
Note that
ErTA

nP(T

=
= PX(TA

+P(TA

= n)

(3.14)

1)

2) + Pr(TA

2)

(3.15)

+P(TA =3)+P(TA=3)+P(TA=3)
(3.16)
00

= >JPX(TA > n)
Define A by
lrA(C)

:=

ir(AflC)
r(A)

for measurable C.

Suppose C E B(S), then since ir is invariant for {X},
E C) =

fp(x,C)(dx) = (C)

where p is the transition probability for {X}. By induction then, since {X} is
homogeneous,
PJr(XTh E C) = 7r(C).
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Consequently, if T is a stopping time with respect to the standard filtration, then

PIr(XT E C) = ir(C).
If C ç A, then the above gives
P,A(XTA E C) = lrA(C).

(3.17)

Define a measure,
00

E C,TA > n),

cc S\A.

Observe the similarity between the latter and equation 3.14. Apparently, / is
finite.

Now, for measurable C, let
i7(C) = 7rA(C) + ,u(C fl S\ A)

To show that i7 is invariant for {X} we consider two cases. First let C

A,

then

Jp(x,C)t(dx) =

[ .JAf(dxo)p(xo,dx1)...p(x_1,dx)
LP(x,c)(dx)+LCp(x,C)JAC.. JAC
= f(x,Cfr(dx)+Efj...jj 7r(dxo)p(xo, dxi)

= PA(Xl E C,TA = 1)+PA(Xfl+l E C,TA = n+
=

PA(Xn E C,TA = n)

= PIrA(XTA E C)

= 1A(C)

= (C)

1)

p(x_1, dx)p(x, C)
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using Tonelli's theorem, equation 3.17 and the definition of U(C).

For C cS\A,
f p(x,C)(dx) =

fp(x,C)(dx)+
IJACp(x,C)
A

I f(dxo)p(xo,dx1)...p(x_1,dx)

I

n=1 JAC

JAC JA

00

= PA(Xl E C,TA> 1)+ EPA(Xn+l E C,TA > n+ 1)
n=1
00

= >PA(Xn E C,TA > n)

=j(C)
=17(C).

Thus, 17 is invariant for {X}. Finally, note that
= IrA(S) + u(S)

= IrA(A)+f(S\A)
=

1+PA(Xfl E S\A,TA > n)

= PA(TA > 0) +

PA(TA >
n=1

00

= >PIrA(TA >72)
= ETA.
So let
ii

= ETA
be the probability measure.

)
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3.5. Moment Generating Functions
What analysts term the Laplace transform of a measure it, probabilists call

the moment generating function (m.g.f.) M of the random variable X whose

E[e-"]. If S R then

distribution is ,u, i.e., Mx(.$)

Mx(s)

i_: e8i(dx)

when it exists. If X is discrete, for example, X = 1, 2,..., then
00

Mx(s) =

n=1

where p = P (X = n).
Ifs <0 then Ms(s) exists. If Mx(s0) is defined for

>0 then it is defined

for s <SO. If the latter is the case then M is defined on a neighborhood of 0 and
for s in that neighborhood

Mx(s)
(applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem to the fact that

E[Xk] <eIsX <e_sX + 6sX
and the latter is integrable P for the given .s (see [3J, pp. 285-6)).
Thus from Taylor theory

M(0) = E[X'] = m.
Part of the usefulness of moment generating functions derives from

Theorem 14 Let it be a probability measure on R having finite moments rnk =
fff00 xcji(dx) of all orders. If the power series
convergence, then

t

IQ mkrk/k!

has positive radius of

is the only probability measure with the moments rn1, m2.....

Proof: See [3], pp. 406-407.
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Thus, if Mx is defined on a neighborhood of 0 then it corresponds to one
and only one distribution (up to sets of measure zero).

3.6. Geometric Boundedness and Stochastic Domination
Definition 10 A random variable Z :

rameter p if P(Z = n) =

(1

-* Z is called geometric with pa-

p)fl_lp.

We think of a geometric random variable as giving the number of the trial when

the first 'success' occurs where all the trials are independent (so the probability

of a 'failure' is 1

p). For example, Z could represent the number of the coin

toss in which the first head occurs where the coin tosses are independent and the
probability of getting a head is p.

Definition 11 A random variable Y is lag geometric if Y = C + Z where C is
a positive constant and Z is a geometric random variable.

Definition 12 A random variable Y :
there exists constants a> 0, 0 <

b

-p

Z is geometrically bounded if

< 1 such that P(Y = n)

ab7.

Let M (8) be the set of probability measures on S and, in addition to S

being Polish, let S be endowed with a closed partial ordering (). As usual we
assume all sets are in 6(S) and all functions are measurable B(S). Let I*(S) be
the set of all bounded, increasing (i.e. x

y

1(x)

f(y)) real-valued functions

on S and I(S) be the family of sets A e S such that 'A is increasing. Equivalently,

AEI(S)iffxEA, x<yyEA.
Definition 13 Let ,u, ,u2 E M(S). We say ,u1 is stochastically smaller than
1u2 and write

-< j22

iffffdp1

f fd,a2 for all f E I*(s). If, for an underlying
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jt = Po XI', i = 1,2 where X,, X2 are random

probability space

variables, then we say X1 is stochastically dominated by X2.
A simple approximation argument shows that
/.i

-< fL2

,u2(A) VA E I(S).

,ai(A)

Observe the following

Lemma 1 If X is a random variable then the following are equivalent:
X is stochastically dominated by Y where Y is lag geometric.

P(X > n)

P(X = n) <k'e'
P(X> nM)

k"e"

for positive M and appropriate, positive k, k', k", 3, 9', 3".

Proof: 1

2: Let Y = C + Z where C > 0 and Z is geometric with parameter p.

Then, by hypothesis,

P(X>n)<P(Y>n)

=P(C+Z>n)
=P(Z>n--C)

(1p)'p

=
2=

[n-Cl

= (1 _p)IflCl_1
(1

_)fl_C

So let 3 = ln(1 p) and Ic = max{1,(1 _)_C}.
2 = 1: Defining Y as above, then P(Y > n)

(1

)n_C So choose p such that
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0< p < 1 - e

and C such that k <(1 _p)_t, i.e., C

3 = 2:

P(X

lnk/ln(1 p).

ke'

> n) <
i=n+1

1-e

2=3: P(X=n)<P(X>n-1)=ke'e
3
4

4: Clear.

= 3:

P(X > n) = P(X =

M) <k"er

I
A useful fact about geometrically bounded random variables is

Lemma 2 If Y is geometrically bounded then Y is almost surely finite.

Proof: We look at the complementthe event that Y is infinite. Assume a >

0, O<b<1andP(Y>n)<ab'.
P(Y = oo) = P(n0{Y> n})
= noo
lim P({Y > n})
< noo
lim ab = 0

where we have used continuity of measures from above (since P is finite.) Thus,

P(Y<oo)=1.I
In what follows we will have occasion to use some facts about geometrically

bounded random variables. Clearly, a geometric random variable is geometrically bounded. Certain sums of geometric random variables are also geometrically
bounded.
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Lemma 3 Let {Z} be an iid sequence of geometric random variables with parameter p and L be a geometric random variable with parameter q where L is
independent of the {Zn}. Then W :=

Z, is geometric with parameterpq.

Proof: Let M be the moment generating function for Zk then
00

M(s) = E[eJ =

e8P(X = n)
n=1
00

=

n1
pes

1 (1 _p)es
So, if Mw is the moment generating function for W, then

Mw(s) = E[e=J"] = E[E[es>=1JL]]
00

=(1- (1p)e )kp(L = k)
pe8

k=i
00

=I(
k=1

pe8

(1 p)e
pqes

- 1 - (1 - p)e
pqes

-

)k(1
1

1

pe(1q)

1(1p)e

1 (1 pq)e
Hence W is a geometric random variable with parameter pq by Theorem
14 and the results of Section 3.5. I
Also, we have

Lemma 4 If X and Y are independent and geometrically bounded, then X + Y is
geometrically bounded.
Proof: Since X and Y are geometrically bounded, there exist

constants a >

O,O<bi<l,i=1,2suchthatP(Xn)<aibandp(yn)<a2bLet
b = max{bi, b2}. Calculating,
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P(X+Y=n)=

Y=nJX=k)P(X=n)
k)P(X

n - kJX

n)

n - k)P(X = n) by independence
=

a2ba1b

<a1a2

b' = aia2(n + 1)bTh = aia2(n + 1)bb'
k=O

< a1a2b2fl
in b

I
Clearly, then, any finite sum of independent, geometrically bounded random

variables is geometrically bounded.

From the above, we can prove

Lemma 5 Let {Y} and L' be iid, lag geometric random variables and let L' be
lag geometric independent of the {Y}. If W =

Yj, then W is geometrically

bounded.

Proof: Let Y, = C+Z,-, where C e Z and {Z} are iid geometric. Let L' = C'+L
where C' E Z+ and L is geometric. Then

E(+)

C'+L

W=>Y/=
k=O

k=O

C'

L

k=O

k=O

= CC'+CL+Zk+ >Zk
By Lemma 3 the last term is geometrically bounded. By Lemma 4 the third term

is geometrically bounded. The second term is geometrically bounded by noting

that P(CL > n) = P(L> n/C). Consequently, by Lemma 4 and Lemma 1, W is
geometrically bounded. I
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If S1 and 52 are Polish spaces with their respective Borel a--fields, then a

stochastic kernel in S1 x S2 is a function k: S1 x B(S2)
is measurable for each A
kernel k and

B(S2) and k(x,.)

[0, 1] such that k(., A)

M(S2) for each x e S. For such a

E M(S1), denote ,u * k as the element of M(S1 x 82) determined

by

(' * k)(A1 x A2)

=

k(x,A2)pi(dx).

Denote the second marginal distribution of jt * k by j4. A stochastic kernel k on

S1 x S2 is said to be stochastically monotonic if k(x,.) -< k(y,) for all x

y.

A stochastic kernel is called "upward" if for all x, k(x,.) is a measure with support

in {y E S :

x}.

We have the following fundamental

Theorem 15 The following conditions are equivalent for j1,LL2 E M(S)
/11 -< i2;

there exists a

E M(S x S) with support in K = {(x, y)

with first marginal ai and second marginal

SxS:x

y}

2;

there exists a real-valued random variable Z and two measurable functions

f and g : R

S with f

g such that the distribution of f(Z) is

and the

distribution of g(Z) is i2;
there exist two S-valued random variables X1, X2 such that X1

the distribution of X1 isafori=1,2;
there exists an upward kernel k on S x S such that /12 =

/11(B) <p2(B) for all closed B E I(S).
Proof: See [22].

X2 a.s. and
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4. SUPER-STABILITY OF MARKOV DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

4.1. Introduction
Typically of central concern to an investigator of a process is the question of

stability. The latter can have variety of meanings. These, in turn, can be applied
to different aspects of the process.

In that, the Kohonen process is stochastic, there is the associated sequence

of induced measures {P o X;'} in addition to the sequence {X} itself. The
convergence properties of the former is usually of prime importance to a probabilist.

We focus however on the dynamical stability of {X}.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, others have considered a related process when

the shrinking (also called cgain) parameter a is a function of time and subject to
the conditions

a < 00.

= 00
n=1

n=1

As noted they consider the stability of the ODE

th=h°(xo), x0T
where

h:=a(k_iI)J
kV

(xw)(dw)

the neighborhood function is K(i, n) = ao-(i) and C1(x) is the Voronoi tessellation.
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For each ct,, above there is an associated invariant measure v. The behav-

ior of {v} has been studied in [5].

4.2. Traditional Views of Stability
As stated, stability can take different forms. From a dynamical systems
perspective, one is concerned with the triple (T, S, D) or the quadruple (T, S, D, it),

where S is a space, D a metric on the space,

measure) on S, and T : S

a measure (often a probability

S a (often continuous) transformation on S. The

behavior of the orbits or trajectories {T'x} is studied where x E S and Tk =
T o T'', where o denotes composition. In our case, the transformations {Tk} are
random and so the orbits take the form {Tx}
Some traditional formulations of stability for a dynamical system are

Lagrange stability: for each x E S the orbit starting at x is a precompact
subset of S.

Lyapunov stability: for each initial condition x E S,

limsupD(T'y,T'x) = 0.
Asymptotic stability: there exists a fixed point x (Tcx* = x for all k) and
a neighborhood

of x such that

1imD(Tx,x*)=0 VxEN

k-oo

Global Asymptotic stability: the system is stable in the Lyapunov sense and
for some fixed

xK

ES

limD(Tcx,x*)=0 VxES
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(See [29] pp. 16-21)

We now define super-stability.

4.3. Super-stability
Suppose that (T, d) is a bounded separable metric space. We assume, without loss of generality, that the diameter of T is 1. One way to define Markov chains

on T is as a random dynamical system. Let F: T x S

T be measurable. On a

probability space (ft, F, P), let Z1, Z2,... be an iid sequence of random variables,
Zk

:

- S, with distribution

.

Denote F(., Z) by either F(.) or Fz(.). A

Markov chain {X} may be defined by setting X0 independent of {F} to have
an initial distribution and setting X,, = F o F_1 o

o F1(X0) where o denotes

composition.

Subject to mild regularity conditions all Markov chains may be expressed

this way (we do not assume that the transformations are continuous). See Kifer's
book [23], page 8, for details. Often this is the natural way to represent the process.

This is the case for the self-organizing feature maps studied here.

Definition 14 A Markov chain given as a dynamical system with random trans-

formation F is super-stable if (i) there is a constant 3> 0 so that for every pair
of initial random variables X0 and Y0 there is an N-valued random variable W so

that

d(F 0 F_1 0 ... F1(X0),F o F_1 . ..

F1(Y0))

(4.1)

and (ii) there is an invariant probability measure for the chain. We say the chain
is super-stable with exponential rate if in addition (iii) there are constants A >
and 0 < B < 1 independent of X0 and Y0 so that P[W = ii]

AB for all n.

0
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Compare with Lyapunov stability above. Note that this definition is in some

sense dual to the property of being a chaotic attractor in which all the randomness

is in the initial conditions. Here the initial conditions are irrelevant in the long
term, the environment alone gives the behavior.

4.4. Super-stability vs. Doeblin
Now we compare super-stability with exponential rate with a more traditional property, the Doeblin condition. Bouton and Pages [5J proved that a similar

class of models to that we study here is Doeblin. This is a strong uniform recurrence condition which in this case is equivalent to uniform ergodicity.

Definition 15 A Markov chain is uniformly ergodic if

sup sup IP(x,A)ii(A)I--0
xET A Borel

Thus, uniformly in x, the distribution of (XIX0 = x) converges in total variation distance to the invariant distribution. On the other hand this says
nothing about the dynamical system that defines the Markov chain.
Super-stability with exponential rate is a definition applied to the dynamical

system. It says that the initial condition is exponentially irrelevant and that only
the environment determines the (approximate) location of X. It does not by itself

prove that the chain is Doeblin. For this to be the case, we would need an extra
condition. For example, if there were an x0 with the property that

lim IIP(x,.) - P(xo, .)II = 0
where the norm is the total variation distance on signed measures then superstability with exponential rate would imply Doeblin, whence uniform ergodicity.
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In the class of examples considered in this paper this holds only in the case that

there is no graph structure, i.e. if r = 0 (see below).

Dr. Robert Burton has provided some examples that will clarify these distinctions.

Example 1: Let the underlying space be [0,1]. Define the dynamical system by

= (1/2)X with probability 1/2 and X1 = 1/2 + (1/2)X with probability
1/2. This is super-stable with exponential rate, has Lebesgue measure invariant
but is not Doeblin. The rational numbers are invariant so Doeblin is impossible.

Example 2: Let the underlying space be the unit circle and the dynamical system

be X,1 = (X + Y)(mod 1) where Y, is iid uniform on [0,1]. Given two starting

values X0 and X, the distance on the circle between X and X is constant

so

this example is not super-stable. However it is Doeblin with Lebesgue measure
invariant.

Example 3: Let the underlying space and X1 = (1/2)X + (1/2)Y where Y,-,
is iid uniform on [0,1] then this dynamical system is both super-stable with exponential rate and also Doeblin with Lebesgue measure invariant.

4.5. Uniqueness of the Invariant Measure
Let M be the set of Borel probability measures on T and C be the set of
bounded, uniformly continuous real-valued functions

on T. Define T M - M
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by T(v) =dist(Fz(X)) where ii =dist(X) and Z is distributed as Z1, Z2..... Set

C * C by if(x) = E(f(Fz(x))). Thus ffdTv = fifdv i.e. T and

t are

adjoints. To see this, let B E 5(T), then
Tv(B)

P(X E F'(B))

P(F(X) E B)

= E[1xEF_1(B)]
= E[E[1xEF_1(B)IZ}]

= E[zi o P'(B)J
=

j
f

u o F'(B)(dz)
0 F(w) (B)P(dw)

Thus,

J fdTv=

If f(x)voFj)(dx)P(dw)
./T

J

IT

IT {

f(Fz()(x))u(dx)P(dw)
f(Fz(w)(x))P(dw)J v(dx)

fifdv
We may also put a metric on M, the Wasserstein metric, which we define
by p(u1,v2) = inf{ITXTd(Xl,X2)dllIdist(X2)

v,i = 1,2; q E P(v1,z2)} where

P(ui, v2) is the set of probability measures on T x T with marginals i/I and z' i.e.
zi(A) = r1(A x T), z'2(A) = ii(T x A) for A E 5(T). The Kantorovich-Rubinstein

Theorem together with the assumption that the metric d is bounded implies p is
a metric which characterizes convergence in distribution, i.e.
p(vn,,

ii) -+ 0 if u,

ii (dist) [15], p. 329. This is a complete metric if T is Polish.

The following proposition appears in [10]
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Proposition 2 Suppose that a Markov chain {X} defined as a dynamical system
on 'I' with random transformation distributed as F is super-stable with

ant probability. Then

1

an invari-

is the unique invariant measure, indeed the distribution

of X converges weakly to i with respect to the function class C. If the chain is
super-stable with exponential rate then this convergence is exponentially fast with
respect to the Wasserstein metric.

Proof: Let SUP{ET} lf(x)I =

M and Fz() 0... 0 Fz,()(x) := X(w) Fz() 0 ... 0

Fz1()(y) := Y(w) for x, y

e

be such that e_

T. Let If(u) - f(v) <c when d(u,v) <8 and k

<6. By hypothesis, d(X, Y)

where W is as in the

definition of super-stability. Note that 1im..(If(x)
Tf(x) - TThf(y) =

- Tf(y)) =

0 for

f(f(X(w)) - f(Y(w)))P(dw)

() - f(Y(w)))P(d) + f(f(X(w)(f(Y(w)))P(dw)

= I{W>k}

c+MP(n k < W)
The result follows since lim,0 P(n - k < W) = 0. Integrating with respect to
zi(dy) and using the bounded convergence theorem,

J (f(x) -

f(y))v(dy) =

f(x)

-J

f(y)u(dy)

0

as n -* oo. Similarly,

f(TThf(x) fTf(y)v(dy))v(dx) =
as ii -p

f TThf(x)(dx) _JTf(y)z(dy)

Now

J

f(x)(dx)

=f

f(x)T(dx) = J f(x)(dx)

since i7 is invariant and

ff(y)(dy) = Jf(y)TTh(dy).

)0
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Thus,

f f(y)T(dy) J f(x)(dx)
as n

v then v

If T7u

'S

17 weakly since by Portmanteau's Theorem C

is a determining class for weak convergence.

To prove the second part of the proposition, let Y be distributed as 17 and

X as ii. Then,
p(Tv, 17) = p(T"v, T17)

{J d(x,, y)d
jd(X,Y)dP

:

E P(TThv,

by change of variables and using the fact that P determines a distribution of the

random vector (X, Y) on T x T with appropriate marginals. Continuing,
Jd(X,,,, Y)dP

=

jI

min{1, e__W)}dp

J{W>n}

min{1,e__W)}dP+

I

J{W<n}

min{1,e(')}dP

= P(W > n) +
00

ABk

+ E[E[&'3')1{w<fl}IW]}

Jc=n+1

AB
1

AB

B

ABce__c)

+
k=1

n

1B
AB' + Ae
- 1B

(eB)'

+ A&
k=1
1

(eB)'

1(e'3B)

The result follows since the latter goes to zero as n goes to infinity. I
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5. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL KOHONEN PROCESS

5.1. Introduction
We recall some definitions and notation from Chapter 1.

V = {1,.. . ,} is a finite vertex set and T' = {X : V

[0, lfiX

is one-to-one}. We let

D(X,Y) = min{maxEvIX(i) - Y(i)I,maxZEvIX(i) - Y(e - i + 1)j}.

(5.1)

Define T to be the set of equivalence classes on T' so as to make (T, d) a metric
space. Tm is the set of elements of T that are monotonic increasing or decreasing.
The environment is expressed by d random variables w1, w2,... which have

the distribution t on [0, 1]. There is also a kernel or neighborhood function K
{ 0,1,.. . ,} -* [0,1] which is assumed to be non-increasing.

Let X0 E T be random with a distribution absolutely continuous with
respect to Lebesgue measure. If X, is the state of the process at time n then the
state of the process at time n + 1, X,1, is defined as follows. Let

i1 := arg min2vIX(i)

nij.

Let

= F(w+1,X)

(5.2)

and define
F(w1,X)(i) = K(ji1 - i)w1 +
= X(i) + K(li+1

-

(1

-

-

il)X(i)

- X(i))

(5.3)

(5.4)
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In the standard Kohonen process,

K(i) = a1{i<r}

where 0 <a < 1.

5.2. The Main Results
Theorem 16 Consider the standard Kohonen process with 1

r

Let

the environmental distribution be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure with a density function bounded and bounded away from zero. The number

of particles £ and the shrinking parameter a with 0 < a < 1 are fixed. Then the
Markov dynamical system X is super-stable with exponential rate.

Theorem 17 In the notation above suppose that the environmental distribution
is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure with a density function

bounded and bounded away from zero and that the kernel function is strictly de-

creasing with 0 < K(i) < 1 for all i. Then the Markov dynamical system X is
super-stable with exponential rate.

We prove Theorem 16 and use the latter to prove Theorem 17. Until the
proof of Theorem 17 we assume the kernel is that of Theorem 16, K(i)

and K(i)

a for i

r

0 for i > r. We will also initially assume i is Lebesgue measure. Then

we will indicate the necessary changes to accommodate more general environments.

The proof proceeds through a number of lemmas.
In the following we will often be concerned with pairs of maps X and Y or

pairs of sequences {X} and {Y}. For convenience, we will assume that
D(X, Y) = max IX(i)
1EV

-
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or, for every n

D(X, Y) = mac IX(i) - Y(i)j.
(Recall that each element of T is an equivalence class. If '-' is the equivalence

relation, then X X if X(i) = X( - i + 1) for all i. The above statement says
then that if

D(XTh,Y) = maxX(i) - Y(e i+ 1)1
then replace X,- by X.)
We introduce some of the language we use.

Sometimes we refer to i E V as a particle, and think of X(i) as its position.
We can think of the process as moving a few particles at each stage.

Definition 16 For a given map X, we say that a particle i is hit if
IX(i) - wj = mm IX(i)
jEv

-

where w is random.

Definition 17 We say that X and Y in T split if particle i is hit for X and
particle

j is hit for Y with i

j.

Otherwise, we say X and Y are joint-hit.

-o .o()

wn+1

ii
o
ii o
-0-

i

X:.

i

Y:o

o

ji

.

-

o.
i+1

0ji o.i+1

o
j2

J2

FIGURE 5.1. A joint hit of paired maps
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Definition 18 A shrinking is the event that D(X, Y) decreases due to joint-hits.
This would occur, for example, if all the particles were joint-hit with no splits.

Definition 19 For two maps X, Y we say there is a pairing at i if
JX(i)

- Y(i)I < rnin{IX(k) - X(i)J, IY(k) -

(5.5)

()I}.

We say X and Y are paired if there is a pairing at i for all i, 1

1.

We say i is hit on the left if w is such that i is hit and w < X(i). Hit on
the right is defined similarly. In general, we say left of or below ito mean less than

X(i) and similarly for right of or above i. Let B(i) = {j E vfjj

- iI

r} denote

the neighborhood of i, where r is the so-called range parameter mentioned in the

theorem. We say j is a neighbor of i if j E B(i).

5.3. The Standard Kohonen Process
We make some observations about the process:

Observation 1 Hitting at i causes a shrinking of the distance between i and its
neighbors by a factor of(1

- ce).

If IXm (i + P1) - Xm (i +p2) I > s where 0

I, 1p2 I

then an induction argument

shows that for n consecutive hits at i
(1

- a)'s < Xm+n(i + p1) - Xm+n( + p2)1 < (1 - a)Th.

(5.6)

From the latter we have

Observation 2 Hits at i do not change the relative order of i and its neighbor(s).
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Consequently, we have

Observation 3 Once a map is monotonic it remains monotonic.

Observation 4 If particle i is hit and w e convex hull of X(B(i)) then there is an
increase in separation between the neighbors of i and non-neighbor particles above
and below the neighborhood of i.

For example, suppose Xm() and Xm(j) are adjacent and r = 1, Xm(i) < Xm(j),

iXm() - Xm(j)j > S

> 0 and Xm(ji) <X,n( - 1) <Xm() <Xtn( + 1) <Xm(j2) where j1,j2
Let

m+1 E

B(i).

(Xm(i) + (S/4),Xm() + (s/2)). Then Wm+l hits i and
Xm+i(i + 1) = cxwm+l + (1 a)Xm(i + 1)

< (Xm(i + 1) - (s/2)) + (1 - a)Xm(i + 1)
= Xm(i + 1) - (cs/2)
So,

Xm+i( + 1)J > as/2

(5.7)

Xm+i(ji) - Xm+i( - 1)1 > Qs/4

(5.8)

jXm+i(j2)

Similarly,

Observation 5 If for the maps Xv,, Y,, e T there is a joint hit at i then IX+1(i+

p) - Y1(i +p)l = (1 - a)JX(i +p) - Y(i +p) where II

r.

Observation 6 The only way to increase the distance between maps is to have a
split.
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5.3.1. Getting to Monotonicity
In the following, we will be interested in separations between particles and

between particles and the ends of the unit interval. To this end, we define X

{0,1,...,+i} - [0,1] by
X(i) =

0

,

i=0

Xk(i)

,

ieV

1

,

i=e+1.

Of course, particles 0 and £ + 1 are stationary and are not members of any neighborhood. We now prove the Moving Lemma in that the event it describes is useful
in reordering particles.

Lemma 6 Let min{X(k) - X(i)Ik

i, X(k) > X(i)} > s > 0 then there

exists an integer N(a, s) and a real number O(c, s) > 0 such that
33

P{Xm+N(cx,$)(B()) C (Xm() + ,Xm() + ---)} > O(c,$)

If min{X(i) - X(k)Ik

(5.9)

i, X(i) > X(k)} > s> 0 then for the same N(a, s)

and 9(c, s) as above

P{Xm+N(,$)(B()) C (Xm(i)

-

,Xm()

-

> 9(,$)

(5.10)

Remark: In the above, s/8 and 3s/4 were chosen somewhat arbitrarily. The

key facts are that (a) we can hit at particle with a known separation by it
any finite number of times with a corresponding strictly positive probability, (b)
Xm+N(o,$){B()} is contained in either (Xm(j),Xm(j) + s) or (Xm(i)

S,Xm(i)),

(c) the members of B(i) are adjacent and (d) there is a lower bound on the separa-

tions between the members of B(i) and other particles. In particular, in the case
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of equation 5.9 if j1,j2

B(i) and Xm(ji) <Xm() <Xm(j2) under the conditions

of the lemma then

IX+N(3)(j1) - minX+N(i + p)J > .s/8,
IX+N(,8)(j2) - maxX+N(i
+p) > s/4,
p
where 1 < j

<r.

Proof: Without loss of generality assume in = 0. It is sufficient to prove the case

= s/4 and

for equation 5.9. The other case follows similarly. Let

= (1 -

= (1 -

n

0.

(5.11)

Let

w1 E I := (X(i) + s,X(i) + 2s)
and 1 <

II

(5.12)

r. Note that

= (X1(i) + s+i,Xi(i) + 2s+)
= ('n+1 + (1 - a)X(i) + (1

- c)s, awn+l + (1 - c)X(i) + (1 - a)2s)

= (cw1 + (1 - c)(X(i) + s,), aw1 + (1 - c)(X(i) + 2s))
=

n+1 +

(1 - cx)I.

Since wH.1 E I then Ifl

(5.13)

is a convex combination of elements of I. Consequently,
In+1 C I

(5.14)

and, thus,

In C 'o,
With the above and the facts that

Vn.

(5.15)
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IX(i + p) - X(i)J

- a)s.

(1

(5.16)

from equation 5.6 and

- X(i) < (1 w

will always hit i while maintaining a separation greater than .s/2 with non-

neighbor particles above i. (Of course, if the hits are above i we do not have to

worry about hitting particles below i since the particles maintain their relative
positions.)

To get B(i) adjacent and such that XN(i + p) E (Xo(i) + (s/8),Xo(i) +
(3s/4)). choose N such that

(1_a)N<..

(5.17)

We have then

N
and
N

log(s/16)

log(1 - a)

/\NN

flsk=() II

k=O

k=O

So define

N(a,$) :=

log(s/16)
log(1

- a)1 +

1

(5.18)

H (1 -

(5.19)

and
N(s,a)

&(a, s) :=

fl 3k =

kO

N(s,a) N(s,)
k=O

Since we will be referring to the event in the Moving Lemma frequently, we

denote such an event as a moving event with the understanding that s may vary
over a sequence of such events.
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Definition 20 Let {Xk} c T be a realization of the process.

Then {Xk} is

stochastically (, )separated at (i,j) at time n (or, alternately, X is
separated at (i,j)) if P{IX?'2(i)

6)

(,)is (ë,8)separated) if P[minjjJX(i) -

- X(j)J > ] >

separated at time n (alternately, X2.

(e,

.

{X} is stochastically

X(j)(>}>.
We will also say X is stochastically separated or separated or i-separated

at (i, j) or X,, is stochastically separated or separated or ë-separated where the

(,

) or

is implied or is to be taken from context. With this definition we have

Lemma 7 Given X,, is stochastically e-separated at (k,j), if a moving event occurs
beginning at time n + 1 then Xn+N(a,) is stochastically separated at (k, j).

Proof: Let i and 9 be as in Lemma 6. Let X be (, )-separated at (k,j). There
are three cases. If k,j E B(i) then by Obs. 2 IXn+N)(k)

Xn+N(c)(j)I >

y)N() If k,j E V \ B(i) then X+N()(k) - X+N()(j)j > since they

j B(i) then IXn+N()(k) X+N()(j)I > /8
and similarly if the roles of k and j are reversed. Hence Xfl+N() is stochastically
do not move. If k E V\B(i) and

((l -

N(a),9(a,))_separated at (lc,j).

I

In the following, we write "HIT i" as shorthand for "a moving event occurs

at particle i".

We wish to show that for certain r there exists

,

> 0 and n1 such that

for all X e T the probability X,1 is monotonic exceeds ic. (Note that ic and n1
are independent of initial conditions.) We know this cannot be true for all r. For

example, if r = 2, = 4 then an ordering 1 324 (that is, X(1) <X(3) <X(2) <
X(4)) cannot be undone through the process. This is because particles 2 and
3 are in the neighborhoods of every particle for this case and hence every hit is
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effective for them. In general, if r

> L'] then two or more particles are in every

neighborhood and since every hit is effective for them by Observation 2 their order

never changes. (Note that the process causes these particles to begin collapsing on

themselves and so such a chain would be asymptotically monotone.) So eventual
monotonicity may be impossible in these cases. For r

[1j at most

one particle

is in every neighborhood and for every particle there is at least one other particle r

away and in all cases but one a particle r +1 away. This is important for reordering

as the proofs below demonstrate.

Proposition 3 Consider the standard Kohonen process with 1
for all X E T there exists

Ic>

[j, then

r

0 and n1 such that the probability X1 is monotonic

exceeds ic.

Proof: The proof is based on two lemmas. We will use X_ (or Y_) to refer to the

chain {X} at some point in time when we are not concerned with the particular
time or the time is "loosely" understood from the context.

Lemma 8 Let X0 E T and 1
then there exists ic1

exceeds

>

0 and n' such

j. If X is stochastically (, 5)-separated
that the probability that

is monotone

ici.

Proof: The desired event is a sequence of "well-placed" moving events. This
sequence can be divided into three sections: (1) Move 1 to an end. (2) Move 2
adjacent to 1. (3) Finish, using induction.
(1) Without loss of generality, assume X(e) > X(1). HIT

£.

This makes

B(1) consecutive (but perhaps unordered). Continuing with the sequence of mov-

ing events, HIT max( - r,r + 2). If max( - r,r + 2)

r + 2 then HIT

max(t - 2r, r + 2). Continue in this manner until max( - kr, r + 2) = r + 2
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for some k. After a moving event at r + 2, X_(j) > X_(1) for all

j

E

V,j

1.

Thus particle 1 is on an end.

HIT 1 and then HIT r + 3. At this point, particle 1 is still on the end
and 2 is adjacent to 1.

Assume particles 1,... , m are consecutive and ordered, X_(1) < ... <

X_(m). Also, assume 1 is still an end particle with X_(j) > X_(1) for all
V,

j

j

E

1 and that there are still separations everywhere. We want to show that

with positive probability, in a finite number of steps, we can get m and m + 1

adjacent with X(m) <X..(m + 1). If r <in + 1 then HIT m - r + 1 and we are
done. If r

in + 1 then HIT in and, subsequently, HIT m + r + 2 which exists

since m + r + 2

2r + 1

£.

This completes the induction argument.

j

After the first moving event, X+N(-)(j) > XN()(l) for all E B(s).
Let

=
efl+i

= (1

and
On = O(a,

Then X+N() is stochastically

).

O1)-separated. By induction and by

the Moving Lemma and Observation 2, after M moving events, Xm+M N(a,) is
O)-separated.
(EM, U

Then n' =

N(ü, e) and

ic

= fl

O where M' = 1Ea

11 ++r-2

is the number of moving events. I

The next Separation Lemma proves to be important in it's own right.
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Lemma 9 Let 1 < r < [ij. For X0

T there exists '2 > 0 and n" such that

the probability of achieving a separation everywhere in n" steps exceeds

ic2.

Proof: For the initial X0 we know there is a separation of at least s = 1/( + 1)

somewhere. Assume this separation occurs at particle i. HIT i. By the Moving
Lemma, XN(a,$) is (, O(o, s))separated at two or three places where

= .s(1 -

cr)N(cxs)

Now have a moving event at one of the "outside" separations. The hope
is that with every moving event a new separation is created until all particles are

separated. The proof is by contradiction. Assume we reach a point where we
cannot create any new separations. To facilitate the discussion we define some
new terms. Define a patch to be a collection of two or more consecutive particles
such that there are separations immediately to the left of the leftmost particle and

to the right of the rightmost particle. Call the leftmost and rightmost particles of
a patch the exterior or outer particles and call the remaining particles of the patch

interior particles. We say the interior particles are covered and that the exterior
particles are open. A patch is said to be stable if it cannot be reduced in size due
to hits at any of the separations i.e. hitting any of the separations cannot create a
separation between any members of the patch. A map X E T is said to be stable

if all its patches are stable. If we have a patch G we will use IGI to represent the
number of elements in G.
Assume X_ is stable and let G be a patch of X_ with k elements i1 < .. <ik.

For G to be stable then the members of U := {i1 + r + 1, ii + r + 2,. .. , k + r} fl V

and L := {i1 r,i1 - r+ l,...,ik - r - 1} fl V must be covered. Let ij and i2,
i

< i2, be the exterior particles of G. Note that since i, and i32 are open they
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can be hit and, consequently,
G ç B(i31) n B(i2),
i.e. hitting the exterior elements of a stable patch must be effective for all members

of the patch. In particular, we have
Iii -

iii, Zj, - Zk, ij2 - ui,

Without loss of generality, assume k + r

of ik + r or

E

ii2 - ikI

<

V and just consider U. (At least one

- r exists by our requirement that 1

Note that J1 := {ii+r+1,. . . ,i, +r} = UflB(i,) will be movedby hitting
at ij1 and so J1 must be contained in patches separate from U \ J1. Similarly, if
U fl

B(i32) then J2 \ J1 must be contained in patches separate from J1

and U \ J2. Now J2 \ J1 contains at least one member, ij + r. Particles that
can possibly cover elements of the latter are in C1 := {i1 + 1,. .
C2

. ,

ii + r} and

:= {ik + r + 1,. . . , i32 + 2r}. However, for such a patch to be stable we cannot

use elements of C2 since hitting i22 will cause the patch to break up by moving
particles of J2 \ J1 but not particles of C2. Members of C1 cannot be used since i1

will move them but not the elements of J2 \ J1. (Note that J2 \ J1 is disjoint from

G.) Hence G and thus X, are not stable.
So, at each step we can achieve a separation at a new place with positive
probability. Consequently, since there are at least two separations after the first
moving event, we need at most £ + 1 moving events (taking the endpoints 0 and 1

to be particles). Let j = s and define ë,, N, and O,, as in the previous lemma.
Then n" =

>tj N and '2 = fl2j O. I

(Alternatively, suppose that K particles are in patches, £ - K are not. De-

note the patches C1, C2,..., G with iGI = k. Thus

j=1

k

= K. Let U and
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L3 correspond to

G3

as above and let each patch have particles i1, < ... < ik,.

Let

- i12 = m. So, k3

zk3 + r

E

m3. For a given patch

Ga,

if either i12

- r E V or

V, then the number of particles that must be covered relative to Ga,

Uj U L3, is greater than or equal to m. If neither of these particles are in V

< 1+r<r< k3. SoIUjJ=ii3 and LjI=ikr-1. Thus,
IUjULjI=r-1+ik.il. =lr-1+m>m. TocoverUjUL,weneed

theni1,

at least two additional particles. Hence, K
Thus, n = 0 and, consequently, K

j=1

(in3 + 1)

j=1

(k + 1) = K + n.

0.)

Proof of the Proposition: The proposition follows from the above two lemmas:
n1

= n' + n" and ic = tc1ic2.

I

Remark: Note that from Proposition 3 it follows that the hitting time to Tm is
finite almost surely regardless of the initial positions.
From Lemma 9 we can prove

Lemma 10 Let X0, Yo E T. There exists a Ic3 > 0 such that the probability X'
and Y' are both separated in 2n" steps exceeds ,c3.

Proof: Separate X as in Lemma 9. Now consider Y. There is a separation s >
l/( + 1) between two of the Yparticles. Without loss of generality, suppose the
separation is to the right of Y(i). Thus if w E (Y(i), Y(i) + s/2) then Y(i) will be

hit. Within the latter interval are at most £ Xparticles. There is a separation

s'> s/2(e + 1) between two of these particles. Without loss of generality, suppose
the separation is to the right of X(k). Now start the first moving event with a

hit in (X(k) + .s'/4,X(k) + s'/2). Now both Y(i) and X(k) will be hit with this
moving event. Follow this procedure for every moving event in Lemma 9.

I
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The following No-Split Lemma shows that close particles are not likely to
split.

X:.

w

Y:o
0

j

k

FIGURE 5.2. Splitting

Lemma 11 For each e> 0, if the initial X0 and Y0 satisfy D(X0, Y0)

and are

paired, then the probability that after one step X and Y split is bounded by 2&.

Proof: Assume Xo(i), Yo(i) < Xo(j)), Yo(j) < X0(k), Y0(k) and that the X0

particle that is hit is the jth particle. If there is a split, then the Yo particle
that is hit is either the jth particle or the kth particle. Suppose the latter is hit
then (Yo(i) + Y0(k))/2 < w < (Xo(i) + X0(k))/2. But the length of this interval

is bounded by e. So the probability that it is split in this way is bounded by e.
Similarly, the probability of a split where the Y0 particle hit is i is bounded by e.

Since there are £ particles, the probability of a split for some j is bounded by £

times 2. I

5.3.2. Existence of the Invariant Measure

Recall that a stationary Markov chain, {X} C A, is (weak) Feller if the
map x

E{f(x)} is continuous for all bounded, continuous f: A
We can now prove

-f R.
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Proposition 4 Let the environmental measure, i, be as in Theorem 16, then the
process starting in T is Feller.

Proof: Fix Xo E T. Let

i' = min13 IX0(i) - Xo(j). Let 8' < ij'/4 and
(1 -

- 28') >

>0

(5.20)

Define
A

{(x1,x2,.. .,x4 E [0,1}

: mm

1x2 - xj

(5.21)

2*2

Since A is compact f is uniformly continuous on it. Pick > 0 and let 8" be such

that

If(xi,x2,. . .,x) - f(y1,y2,... ,y4 < /2

(5.22)

when

II(xi,x2,.. .,x),(y1,y2,.
and (x1, x2,..
tive of

. ,

xe), (y', Y2, . . , y)

.

.

,y4

<8"

(5.23)

A. Now let h be the Radon-Nikodym deriva-

with respect to Lebesgue measure A, with 0 < a1

0<6< min{8',6",

h

a2. Let

C

4M(t - 1)a2 }

(5.24)

and Yo be such that

D(X0,Y0) <6.
Then

Y0

(5.25)

E T and Xo and Yo are paired by (5.20) and (5.24). Note that
mm

i*j

Define

Yo(i)

- Yo(j)I > 17' - 26

(5.26)
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x=O, Xk
and similarly for

2

1k<i1, X11

(5.27)

So,

- Ef(Yo)I =

Ef(X0)
1-1

Xk+Xk+1

1-i

Xk

>1f
k=1
-'

f(F(w,Xo))1z(dw)

- f

Yk

f(F(w,Yo))j(dw)

(5.28)

k=1

Let

= 0,

X2k_1

= min(Ik,k),

X2k

max(k,k),

X21_1

=

1

(5.29)

for 1 <k -1.
From (5.28) then,

Ef(X0) - Ef(Yo)I =
21-1

>

k=O

f

Xk+j

{f(F(w,Xo)) - f(F(w,Yo))](dw)j

(5.30)

f(F(w,Xo)) - f(F(w,Yo))p(di)

(5.31)

Xk

21-1 [Xk+1
k=O

There are two cases to consider with respect to (5.30):
(1) The intervals (2k, X2k+1) : In this case, particle k + 1 is hit for both X0 and Y0.

Thus there is a joint hit and, consequently, D(X1, Y1) < S. Though, the distance
between particles in the hit neighborhoods has decreased it is still bounded below
by

by (5.20), (5.24), (5.26). Hence, both F(ii,X0), F(w,Yo) E A. So
''2k+ I

J 2k

f(F(w, X0))

f(F(w, Y0)) (dw) <

fL((i2k, X2k+1))

(5.32)

(2) The intervals (2k-1, X2k) : On these intervals there is a split. From the proof
of the No-Split Lemma,
X2k

X2k_1 <

(5.33)
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Let h be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of

with respect to Lebesgue measure

with 0 <a1 <h <a2. Then
fX2k
X2k_1

If(F(w, X0)) - f(F(w, Yo))Iii(dw)

2MIL((2k_l, X2k))

(5.34)

2Ma25

(5.35)

Thus,

Ef(X0) - Ef(Y0)
2k+1

k=O

f(F(w,Xo)) - f(F(w,Yo))(dw) +

'2k

Ef
k=1

2k

2k-i

If(F(w,Xo)) f(F(w,Yo))I(dw)

< 2- L_i
' ji((2k,2k+1)) + 2M(t - 1)a28
k=o

<
Hence the result.

(5.36)

E

U

Let f be the final separation referred to in Lemma 9. Let A := {X E T

IX(i) - X(j)I

i

j}.

Then by Lemma 9

P(X E A i.o.)

1

(5.37)

The latter along with the fact that the chain is Feller imply by Theorem
12.3.2 in [29] that {X} has an invariant measure ir that is finite on compact sets.
Since Lemma 9 implies that the expected return time to A is finite, we may assume

an invariant probability measure. To see this, define a probability measure 'iç by
lrA(C) :=

for measurable C. Let

'ir(AflC)
ir(A)
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SA=inf{nO:XflEA}
TA=inf{n>SA :X EA}
Define a measure,
00

j(C)_PlrA(TA >'fl,Xn E C),

C

T\A.

Now, for measurable C, let

(C) = A(C) + (C flT \ A)
The reader can check that i is invariant for {X} (see section 3.4.4). So let

= EIrATA

5.3.3. Monotonic Maps
The next few lemmas will deal with monotonic maps. We now prove the
Shrinking Lemma which is based on the notion of a pairing.

Lemma 12 For r
Y0

1 there exists e0 >

0, -y

> 0 and n0 such that for all Xo and

jfl Tm with D(X0, Y0) < e0 and X0 and Y0 paired, the probability that after n0

steps there is a shrinking exceeds y.

Proof: Assume there are £ particles and e0 = eo(t, a) > 0 is to be determined.
Let X0, 1"0 be the initial particle positions and, without loss of generality, assume

they are monotonic increasing. First, note that if r

£ then we are done since

every hit is a shrinking event. Second, note that it is not necessary to have a

joint hit at every particle to have a shrinking event i.e. given Xo, Yo we could
achieve a shrinking event with Lt/2ri + 1 well-placed hits. Third, note that if
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X(i + 1) - X(i)

then Y(i + 1) - Y(i)

- 2D(X,Y). Furthermore,

if D(X, Y) < o < t/2 and 0 < I < (t/2) - EO we can achieve a joint hit at i
if wfl1 E (X(i) + 1/2, X(i) +

if w1 E (X(i + 1)

-

1,

1).

X(i + 1)

Similarly, we can achieve a joint hit at i + 1

- 1/2).

Finally, notice that if i > r in the

above, then for w11 E (X(i) + (1/2),X(i) + 1) we are guaranteed a separation

at X1(i - r) and X1(i - r - 1). Specifically, we have that
Xn+i(i_r)=:cwi+(1_a)Xn(i_r)
a(X(i - r) + (1/2)) + (1 a)X(i - r)
= X(i - r) + (a1/2).
We

know there is a separation of at least s = 11(1+ 1) between X(i) and X(i + 1) for

somei

O,1,...,e-j-1 i.e. X(i+1)X(i) s. Then Yo(i+1)Yo(i)

Let s = ((s/2) - 2)/2 and let I

s-2o.

(Xo(i) + .si,Xo(i) + 2s1). Then if wi E I, by

the above discussion, we have a joint hit at i. The latter argument holds for all i
including the case where the separation is between X0() and 1 (= X(t+1)). If the
separation is between 0 (= X(0)) and X0(1) then let I = (Xo(1)-2s1, Xo(1)si).

The probability of this event (a joint hit at i) is then greater than
Such an event creates separations between i - r - 1 and i - r and between

i+r and i+r+l for i > r,li > r. Fori > rthenXi(ir)X1(ir-1)
by the above. Similarly, for 1 - i > r, Xi(i + r + 1) - Xi(i + r)

2cs1. With

these separations we can achieve joint hits at i - r - 1 and i + r + 1. (If, for

example, 1 - i > r, then to have a joint hit at i + r + 1, let s2 = (asi/4) E '2

= (X1(i + r+ 1) 2s2,Xi(i +r + 1)

s2).
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An induction argument, using
S\
a\kl (eo
fo=()

ask_i
Sk

1

()1
4

shows that we can achieve a shrinking event in n0 = [/(r + 1)] + 1 steps. We

must have then that

)()14)i (i).
- (Lt/(r+1)J+i
S

0 < eo <

"4,

Further,
[e/(r+i)j +1
-Y

k=1

k'

(5.38)

A gluing is the event that two particles never split in the future. The
previous two lemmas combine to give a Gluing Lemma.

Lemma 13 For all p < 1 there exists e > 0 such that if the starting X0, Y0 E Tm
are paired 'and satisfy D(X0, Y0)

then the probability of a gluing (never having

a split in the future) exceeds p.
Proof: Choose p < 1. Take 0 <

e

< c, where e is as in the Shrinking Lemma. Let

Tk be the time to the kth shrinking event (that all £ particles are hit with no split).

If there is has been no split up to Tk, then the particle distance has decreased so
that D(XTk,YTk)

e(1 - a)/c. After Tk look at blocks of n0 steps, with the n0

of the Shrinking Lemma. The probability that Tk+1 has not been reached and
that two particles are split for the first time in the jth block of length n0 after Tk
is bounded by (1 - -y)2noe(1 - a)', by the Shrinking Lemma and the No-Split
Lemma.
Sum over k

and

j

0. This gives a bound for the probability of a split

ever occurring of 2noe/(ya). This is less than 1 - p for e small enough. I
The next step is the following Starting Lemma.
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Lemma 14 Let X0, Yo E Tm, then there exists n2 and 8 > 0 such that the proba-

bility that D(X, Y2) < ec and Xr, Y2 are paired exceeds 8.
Proof: We break the proof up into a series of steps.

Separating X particles and Y particles. By Lemma 10 there is a strictly posi-

tive probability that both X' and Y' become separated in 2n" steps.
Establishing an upper bound on the distance between same numbered particles.

Once there is a lower bound on the separations between Xparticles and the separa-

tions between Yparticles, we cannot say much about the distance X_(k)-Y_(k)I,
£. We can remedy this through a series of moving events in which all the

1

hits are joint hits. Without loss of generality, assume that X0 and Y0 are both
monotonic increasing. Once both X and Y particles are iseparated a joint hit is
guaranteed at particle 1 if w

(0, ) and at particle £ if w E (1 - , 1). We will start

with joint hits at particle £ below but first we consider the following prototypical sit-

uation: Fix a vertex k and let m = min(X(k), Y(k)), M = max(X(k-1), Y(k-1)).
Suppose that for some c11, d2 > 0 it holds that X(k) - Y(k)l <cli, in - M> d2. If
s >

0 and w E (in - s/2, m - d3/4), then to have a joint hit at k for all such w,

dis/2<d2s/2ors <d2d1.
For the (n+1)st moving event let s correspond to s above (as in the Moving

N(a, k) + 2n" and

Lemma). Let N,-, =
xo

= 1,

= min(XN(nr),YN(I?nr)),

= max(XN(tnr-1),YN(1nr-1)),
d1,

= XN(enr) YN(.enr),

U2,n for 1

n

in1 where 2

*
- Xn,

£ - m1r <r + 2, i.e.
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£-2 i<m1
r

-

Let I, = (x

x-

I, =

(5.39)

r

(x -

x, -

/8), ri

0, ri

nz1 + 1,

(see below) where I, is the "hit interval" in the Moving Lemma.
If

o

= then I

= (1 -

/2, 1 - /4) and £ is joint hit for all w E 1o, 2n" <

j < N. After this event, XNI(I - r),YN,(l - r) E I and x1 > XO - 3/4. Since
1 - X211(t
-x

- p) > (p + 1)ë and the same is true substituting Y for X then d2,1 =

> (r +

Choosing i =

5/4)ë >
,

9/4. And since d1,1 < 5ë/8, then c12,l> -13/8.
d1,1

for example, the second moving event at x1 (w E I) is a series

of joint hits at £r.
Suppose

= ë

n <m1. By induction,

for 1

Xn>

n

3

-4k=o

(5.40)

= 1 - 4

for n> 1 and
> (rzr + 2)
so d2,

> (n(r - 3/4) + 2) > (n/4 + 2)

> ë.

(5.41)

Thus s, =

is sufficient for our

purposes for n <£/r.
Note that for £ - m1r

£ and in1 > 0 particle k has "undergone" two

k

moving events while particles 1 through £ - m1r - 1 have undergone one moving

event. After the first moving event, if the initial separation is .s (see the Moving
Lemma) then the distance between particles of the hit neighborhood is bounded
above by 5s/8. For a particle k undergoing a second moving event with a possibly
different second separation s',

IX_(k) - Y_(k)
by equation 5.17. Form1r

5s
< --(1

k

)N(cSF)

< 533'

then XNm1+i(k)

(5.42)

YNmi+i(k)I <52/128.
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3.) Pairing of particles 1 through £ - r - 1. Let y = 0 and

=

= (/4, ë/2) i.e.

A moving event at 0 will be a series of joint hits of 1 since by Lemma

ë.

9, Lemma 7 and the above XNm1+i (1), YNmi+i (1) >

.

We are now ready to begin

pairing the particles. If there is a joint moving event at r + 2 then there will be
a pairing at 1. If subsequently there are joint moving events at 2 and r -- 3 then
there will be a pairing at 2 and so on.
Let

= min(XNm+2k(r+k+ 1),YNmI+2k(r+k+ 1)),

Y2k

= min(XNm+2k+l (k + 1), YNm +2k+i (k + 1)),

= max(XNm+2k(r +

YN12fr + k)),

Yk1

= max(XNm2kl (k), YNm2+2k+l (Ic))

dl,mi+2k

= IXNml+2k(r+k+1)_YNml+2k(r+k+1),

dl,mi+2k+1 = IXNm1+2k+l (k + 1) - YN+2k+l(k + 1),
d2,mi +n

= Yn -

for 1 <k<1r-1. Then
Y2

min(XNm2(r + 2),YNm1+2(r + 2))
>

1-

>1

3

3(1

- 2)

4r

3(1-2)
4r

=4
using (5.40) and (5.39) and the facts that 1

+ 1) and that r

= max(XNm1+2(r-j-1),YNm1+2(r+1)) <3/4, 12,m,+2 = Y2Y
for m1 > 0. From the above, di,mi+2 <52/128. So mi+2 =

at r+2.

1. Since

(1+7)14> 5ë/2

will insure joint hits
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After a moving event at

2

all particles except 1 are above Y2 - 3/4 >

5/2 - 3/4 = 7ë/4. Note also that IXN

-1-2(1) - YNm+2(1)! < 5ë/8 so there is a

pairing at 1.
Now d2,mj+3

=

- 3* > 7/4 - 3ë/4 = and

di,mi+3 = IXNm+2(2) - YNm +2(2)1 <

5ë

81616

(since particle 2 was in hit neighborhoods of Xm,, yo, yi). Thus

(5.43)

=

guarantees joint hits at 2.
Recall that for a given initial separation .s an moving event creates a sep-

aration greater than s/8 between the particles of the hit neighborhood and the
other particles. A moving event at particle £ will be the last moving event for this

stage, causing a pairing at £ - r
moving events, so let rn2

- 1. For each particle (in this stage) there are two

2( - r - 1). Suppose
d2,mi+n>

3m1 +n-1
8

(5.44)

and let
f

= 2 16'
m2. Thus,

for 3

Sml+n =

for 4

(5.45)

n

3m1 -I-n-i

16

(5.46)

m2. For joint hits, recall it is sufficient that ml+n+i < d2,1+i -

di,mi+n+i. If i-i = 2k then y

min(XNm1+n(r + k + 1), YNm1+n(r + k + 1)) and

particle r+k--2 is in the hit neighborhood for the moving event at y.

then y = min(XNm

If n = 2ki

+ 1), YNm +,(Ic + 1)) and particles r + k + 1 and k + 2 are

in the hit neighborhood for the moving event at y. In both cases,
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of

di,mi+n+i <--.

- i.
5

16

mj+n

Sm1+n

<

(5.47)

16

So

d2,mi+n+l -

di,mi+n+i

Smi+n
8

3m1+n

>-

16

-

3m1+n

-

-

After the moving event at m2, particles 1 through £

(5.48)

r

1 are adjacent.

Consideration of d2,mi+n - di,mi+n shows they are also paired.

Pairing the remaining particles (t through £ - r). Let
Z1

=1,

Z2k

= min(XNm +2k+i(1

Z2k+j

= min(XNm+

Zk

= max(Xjvm+m2kl (

Zk+l

= max(XN++2k+2(e - k

di,mi +m2 +2k+2

I

=

r-

k), YNml+m2+2k+1(

(1 - k), YNml+m2+2k+Z (t

IXNml+m2+2k+l( - r

dl,mi+m2+2k+1

d2,mi+m2+n

+2k+2

r

XN++2k+2(t - k)

r-k
k)

1), YN++2k+l( -

1), YN++2k+2(e -

-

YN++2k+2(

r

k - 1))

k - 1))

r - k)f
k)I

Zfl

Note that from the Moving Lemma and the description of the above process that
max(XNmim2 (e), YNm+m (i)) < 1 - /2 and so choosing 3m1+m2+1

E/4 insures

joint hits at 1. Now proceed as with the y's.

Getting the maps arbitrarily close. With the maps paired and still stochastically
separated they can be made arbitrarily close by a finite number of shrinking events.

The result follows. I
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Lemma 15 The probability of eventual glueing (finitely many splits) is one.
Proof: The probability of becoming monotonic in a finite time is 1 so we assume

the initial maps are monotonic. Let r1 be the time of the first split after n2 steps,

where n2 is from the starting lemma. Let rk be the time of the first split after
'rk_1 + n2 steps, given Tk_1 <00. If Tk_1 =

then set 1k = 00. Then the {rk} are

stopping times. We wish to show P(infinitely many splits) = 0. Note that

[infinitely many splits] = fl1[Tk <oc].
By the Starting and Gluing Lemmas,

P(ri <oc) < 1 - 6p.
Assuming

P(Tk < cc) <(1
then

P(rk+l <cc) = P(Tk+1 <ooITk < oo)P('rk < oo)
= P(there is a split after Tk + n2 steps)P(Tk < oo)
< (1

8p)k+l.

where in line 3 we use the fact that the Starting Lemma does not depend on initial

conditions given the maps are monotonic. Hence P(infinitely many splits) = 0. I

5.3.4. The Waiting Time W
We now begin to define W from the definition of super-stability. We con-

sider a skeleton chain with a scaled, shifted 'version' of W, W'. We wish to show
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that the distance between maps X, Y E T diminishes quickly after a waiting time

W which is itself geometrically bounded. We do this by showing that shrinkings occur "regularly" while splits and "not-close" events, i.e. not having enough

shrinkings per time, die off rapidly. Let n' = max{no, n1, n2} where
the Shrinking Lemma,

n1

is from the Monotonic Proposition and

n2

n0

is from

is from the

Starting Lemma. Divide the time axis into n*blocks. Given X0, Yo E T and {wk},
determine {Xk}, {Yk}. Let

Mx, = monotonic event in the nth n*bIock for {Xk}
= monotonic event in the nth n*block for {Yk}

= at least one starting event and no splits in the nth n*block
at least one split in the nth n*block

S

H

= at least one shrinking event and no splits in the nth n*block

where, by a starting event in the nth n*block we mean the event detailed in
the Starting Lemma so

< o where f0 is from the Shrinking Lemma.

Note that E and H are only defined on when the maps are monotonic so

E, H ç

(U:MX,k) n (U:MY,k). Denote an element of the probability space (Il, T, P)
by

.

If A is a sequence of events with n denoting the nth n*block, then define

:= T(A,t)() := inf{n > t : ' E A}.
Inductively, we can construct [9] an independent sequence of sets H such

that H c H and P[H,'jEk fl

(fl'1S)] = y for 0 < k < n. Let h' =

then h' are iid Bernoulli random variables with mean -y. From the theory of large
deviations [32],

[hl+...+hfl
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<-

E]

e22n

(5.49)
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We can now define so-called "not-close" events. If Cnk

P(U.1C,k)

<] then

ek/(i - e). Let M be large enough so that

P(C,k)

>

k

I.

if

-

+

Ii'

+h

<Z for some p> M]

p

2

then
00

P(C) :

2

:= ri < 1

e

i
k=M+1

That is, M> 1

-

log(1

- e). Thus C is our "not-close" event. Further, let

= inf{n + p:

h'1 +

+
p

<, p> M,

E C}

Now let

T0

=0

T1

= min{T(Mx,,0),T(My,,0)}

T2

= max{T(Mx,, 0), T(My,, 0)}

= T(E,T2k),

k

T2k

= min{T(Sfl,T2k_l),I(CT2k...l)},

L

= 1 + sup{2k : T2k < oo}

Wk

= TkTk_l,

w,

= M+1Wk

k>2

k1

The waiting times Wk are geometrically bounded as is L.

Lemma 16 There exists constants a> 0, 0 < b < 1 such that P(W. = n) < ab
for all Ic

Proof: For k = 1,2, P(Wk = n) < (1ic)' by the Monotonic Proposition. By the

Starting Lemma, P(W2k+l = n) < (1_5)1, fork

1. If W2k =

then by equation 5.49 P(W2k = n) < e'. If W2k = T(S, T2k_l) - T2k_1 then
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P(W2k = n) =

ni
m=O

ni
P(W2k =

= m)P(>J2 hk+ = m)

nI

j=1

ni
<fl*2&(1 - a)tm (n_ 1)m(

j=i

)n_i_m

= fl*2 (1 1
So let a=max{-i--iic' 1-6'

nt2Lcol

i and b= max{1

5,1 a'y,e -i2 } I

Lemma 17 There exists constants c> 0, 0 < d < 1 such that P(L = 3 + 2n) <
cd2.
Proof: From the Monotonic Proposition and Starting Lemma, P(Wk < oo) = 1
for k = 1, 2, 3 (see previous lemma). Thus P(L = 3) = 1. Let
(L-3)/2

=
k=2

1[T2k=T(Sfl,T2k)]

(L-3)/2

L2=
k=2

So L1 counts splits and L2 counts not-close events. From the definition of W', each

of the splits or not-close events counted above is followed by a starting event and

this occurs with probability one. Thus L

3 + 2(L1 + L2). From the Monotonic

Proposition and the Starting Lemma the probability that X0 and Y0 both become

monotonic and e0-close in 3* steps is greater ,s2& By the Gluing Lemma the
probability of never having a split after T3 exceeds ic25p for some p, 0 < p < 1.
Similarly, the probability of never having a split and never having a not-close event
after T3 exceeds ic28pr. Let d4

P(L - 3 = 2n)

=1-

Then

P(2L1 = 2/c J2L2 = 2(n - k))P(2L2 = 2(n - k))

- ic26p)k(1
<2n(d4yl
<cd2'
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where c = (2 log d)1. I
Remark: In the following we use (see section 3.6)

a random variable Y is lag geometric if Y = C + Z where C is a constant and
Z is a geometric random variable.

if X is a random variable then the following are equivalent:
X is stochasticafly dominated by Y where Y is lag geometric.

P(X = n) < ke

P(X > ri) < k'e3'

P(X > nR) <k"e"
for positive R and appropriate, positive k, k', k",

/3,

/3', /3".

We can use the last two lemmas to show

Lemma 18 W' is geometrically bounded.
Proof: Let {Wk} be a sequence of iid lag geometric random variables with
loga'
n<
- logblogb

P(Wk>n)=11

else

where b <

< 1, a' = ab/(1 - b) and a, b as above. Let L be a lag geometric

random variable independent of {Wk} with
log a'

,

log 1og d

else
P(Z>n)
where d < d < 1, c' = cd/(1 - d) and c, d as above. Let

k<L
else
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and w = (wo, w1,. .. , wj) E {N U {O}}+1 for all J. Then

P[L>wo,W>wk,1<k<J]=
P[L > woJP[W > w1L> wo].

P[W>w2JWj'>w2, L>wo]...

P[W>wJIW>wk,L>wo, 1kJ-1}
J

d'° II b
k=1

=P[L>wo,Wk>wk,1<k<J]
where

and, for k >

w0

:

w0

0

:

otherwise

> 1og':g d

0

Wk{

Wk>

Wk

0

10-g b

otherwise.

:

From Theorem 1 of [22] there exists random variables L', L', WL', Wj such that L'

L' and W' < W almost surely for 1

k

N and (L', W1",.. ., Wfl is distributed

as (L,W,. . .,W) and (Z',W,. . ,Wfl is distributed as (L,W1,. .. ,Wj). Then,
.

with probability one,

w1"++wW;+...+W,.
If W' = Xt=

W, WI' =

Wk", W = >

Wj then the above implies

P(W" > n) <P(W'> n).

(5.50)

Since W is geometrically bounded and W' is distributed as W, W' is geometrically

bounded. With W' distributed as W" the result follows from Equation 5.50.

I
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5.3.5. Proof of Theorem 16

Proof of Theorem 16: Let i be the probability measure of the theorem which is ab-

solutely continuous with respect to Lebesque measure ). Let the Radon-Nikodym

derivative of i with respect to .A be h where 0 <
Moving Lemma becomes fl

(2

ajsj.

a1

h

a2. Then 9 in the

N i-rN

Ilk=O(1 -

Equation 5.19 becomes

O(s,a)

(aj..$)N(Sa) N(s,c)

II (1

(5.51)

k=O

ll

In the Shrinking Lemma (5.38) becomes
V/(r+1)J+1

alsk.

(5.52)

k=1

The probability 6 in the Starting Lemma is changed in a similar fashion.
In the statement of the No-Split Lemma, 2& is replaced by 21a2e

Let j = j(n, W') be the number of shrinkings after W' - M by the nth
n*block, n> W'. Since there are no more not-close events after W' and since TL
is a starting event with probability one, then

i

nW'+M - 2
Consequently,

j>- (nW'+M)'y
2
Thus

<

where /3' := --log(1

k then, [;j

(1 a)i

ilog(l_c) < e (n-W'+M)-y
log(1a) <
2

- or). For k > W', D(Xk,Yk) is non-increasing. For a given
L;-j + 1 and
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D(Xk,Yk)

D(Xfl[..J,lcLJ) <e_3'Lj_W')
<
e_(kn*(WF+1))
= e_13(k_W)

where /3

and W := n*(W + 1). (Note that W is still lag geometric.) I

5.4. The Linear Kohonen Process with Strictly Decreasing Kernel Function
Let K be the kernel function of Theorem 17 and let a0 = K(0) and a,.

K(r). We will be using a1 and a2 below but do not intend that they necessarily
refer to K(1) and K(2), respectively.
With the kernel of Theorem 16 the members of the hit neighborhood main-

tain their relative order. This is not necessarily the case in this new setting as will
be seen below. We do have

Observation 7 Let i1,i2 e

B(ij, K(i'

-

1I) :=

a < K(!i' -

2I)

a2 and

either X(i1) < X,(i2) < X(i,) or X(i1) > X(i2) > X(i,). Then i1, i2, and i'
do not change their relative order when i', is hit.

We wish to generalize (5.6) under the conditions of the Moving Lemma as
well as prove a Moving Lemma for this setting. Without loss of generality, assume

there is a separation s between Xo(i) and the next adjacent particle above i. Let

= s/4, s,., = (1 - ao)'so and

E (X(i) + s,X(i) + 2s). Further, let

ii, i2 E B(i) and let a1, a2 be the respective associated shrinking parameters. The
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claim is that for such w there are n consecutive hits at i. First, note that w Is
always closer to X_1(i) than to X_1(i1) if Xo(ii) < Xo(i). For n =

- .Xo(ii) + co(wi - Xo(i))
= (1 - ci)(Xo(i) - Xo(ii)) + (co -

Xj(i) - X1(ii) = .Xo(i)

1,

ai(wi - Xo(ii))

- Xo(i))

>0
since a

> Xo(i),

0

<c

< 1 and Xo(i) > Xo(ii). An induction argument

shows that X(i) > X(i1). If Xo(ii) > Xo(i) then

Xi(ii) - Xi(i) = Xo(ii) - Xo(i) + ai(wi - Xo(ii)) - ao(wi - Xo(i))
Xo(ij) - Xo(i) +

i(i - Xo(i) + Xo(i) - Xo(ii))

(w1 - Xo(i))
= (1 - ci)(Xo(i1) - Xo(i)) - (& > (1 >

(1

- (&

- Xo(i))

- c1)2so

-

By induction,

X(i1) - X(i)> (1 - ao)Ths

(5.53)

and so the claim. With the above and the next two cases we can extend the Moving
Lemma.

(1) Let 0 < d0 <Xo(i) - Xo(ii) <d then

Xi(i) - Xi(ii) =

(1

- c1)(Xo(i) - Xo(ii)) + (co - cr1)(c.,i - Xo(i)).

So,
(1

- ci)do + (co - a1)so <X1(i) - Xi(ii) < (1 - ai)d + (ao - c1)2so

(5.54)
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In general, let
- ai)d_1 + (ao

d = (1

-

(5.55)

and

- ci)d1 + (&O -

(5.56)

then by induction
(1 - oi)dn_i + (ceo

- a1)s1 < X(i) - X(i1) < (1 - 1)d_1 +

(ao - ci)2s_i.

More induction arguments give
(1

-

n-i
(1 -

ai)'do + (co - ci)so

1)i(l

0)n_1

< X(i) - X(i1)

(5.57)

j=o

and

X(i) - X(i1) <(1 - ai)Thd

+

- i)2soE(1

1)i(i

&0)1

(5.58)

Roughly, then
(1

- ao)'do < X(i) - X(i1) < A1(1 -

ar)

(5.59)

for some constant A1.
(2)

Suppose 0 <d0 <Xo(ii) - Xo(i) <d then

Xi(ii) - Xi(i) = (1 - ai)(Xo(i1) - Xo(i))

- (co -

- Xo(i)).

So,

(1

-

In general, let

- (co - ci)2so < Xi(ii) - Xi(i) < (1 -

- (co - ci)so.
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= (1 -

- (u0 -

(5.60)

-

(5.61)

and

an -- (1 - oi)d_1 then by induction
(1

- oi)d_i - (ao - ci)2s_i < X7(ii) - X(i) < (1 -

- (co -

More induction arguments give

(1 - a)nd

(° - ai)2so(1 -

)(1

- o)'

<xn(i) - X(i)

(5.62)

and

Xn(i) - X(i) < (1 -

n-i
)ndF

- (ao - £i)SO

(1

- ai)i(1

)fl_1_i

(5.63)

j=o

Roughly, then

(1 - co)Thdo < x(ii)

- X(i) < (1 - a)n

(5.64)

using (5.53).

In general then we have,

Observation 8 If j

B(i) and there are n consecutive hits at i

(1 - co)do < Xn(j) - X(i)I <A1(1 - cr)
where JX0(j) - Xo(i)j > do.

We are now in position to establish the General Moving Lemma

(5.65)
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Lemma 19 Let min{X(k) - X(i)Ik

i, X(k) > X(i)} > s > 0 then there

exists an integer JVJ(K, s) and a real number 0(K, s) > 0 such that

C (Xm() + ,Xm() +

33

> O(K,S)

(5.66)

Ifmin{X(i)X(k)Ik i, X(i) > X(k)} >s>0 then forthe same N(K,$)
and e(K, .$) as above

P{Xm+N(K,$)(B() C (Xm()

-

,Xm()

-

)} > (K,)

00)n as above. Let

Proof: Let o = s/4 and define s(1

w1 E I := (Xn() + Sn, X(i) -f 2s)
and 1 <

(5.67)

(5.68)

r. As before,

In+1 C I

(5.69)

and

I

C

10

Vn.

(5.70)

With the above and the facts that

Ix(i ± p) - Xn()

(1 - ao)s.

(5.71)

and

Wni - X(i) < (1

4fl

W will always hit i while maintaining a separation greater than s/2 with nonneighbor particles above i. (Of course, if the hits are above i we do not have to

worry about hitting particles below i since the particles maintain their relative
positions.)
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To get B(i) adjacent and such that
(3s/4)).

XN(i + p) E (Xo(i) + (s/8),Xo(i) +

choose N such that
A1(1

-

<s/16

ar)

(5.72)

The proof then follows from the above discussion. So

N>2 log(s/16A1)
log(1

(5.73)

=()

(5.74)

- ar)

and

ll(1_ao)1c
k=O

Define

N(K,$)

12kg(s/16A1)

log(1

- a) 1 + 1

(5.75)

and
N(K,$)

(K,$) =

fl

(1 ao))c

I

(5.76)

k=O

In order to partially extend (5.6) a bit more, consider the following two
cases:
(3)

Let 0 <to <Xo(i2) - Xo(ii) <t with Xo(i2) <Xo(i) and
X1(i2) - X1(i1)

=

(1

- a1)(Xo(i2) - .Xo(ii)) + (a2 -

a2

>

ai

ai)(X0(i) - .Xo(i2))

+ (a2 - ai)(wi - Xo(i)).

If d1.

and

d'

are as in (1) above then
(1

- ai)to + (a2

- ai)do + (a2 - ai)so < X1(i2) -

Xi(ii)

and
Xj(i2)

- Xi(ii) < (1

- aj)d + (a2

then

- a1)d + (a2 - a1)2s0.
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Induction arguments give

X(i2) - X(i1) >

(1 ai)to + (a2 - a1)do(1 - ai)(1 - a2)

+ (a2 - ai)so(1 - ai)(1 - ao)
j=O

(1 - ao)u(1

+ (a2 - ai)(ao - a2)so

- a1)t'(l -

(5.77)

u+v+wn-2
u,t, ,w

and

X(i2) X(ii) <
F
(1 - a1 \n t0
+ (a2 - ai)d'0 E(1 - ai)3(1 j=O

+ (a2 - ai)2so

(1

- ai)(1 -

+ (a2 - ai)(ao - a2)2s0

(1 -

ao)u(l - ai)v(1

- a2)w

(5.78)

u+o-f-wn-2
u,v,wO

for n

2. Thus,
(1

oo)Thto <X(i2)

X(i1) < A3(1

- ar)

(5.79)

for some constant A3.

(4) Let 0 <to < Xo(ii) - Xo(i2) <t with Xo(i) <Xo(i2) and a2 > ai then
Xj(i1) - X1(i2) = (1 - ai)(X0(ii) - Xo(i2)) + (a2 - ai)(Xo(i2) - .Xo(i))

- (a2 - ai)(wi - Xo(i)).
If d and d' are as in (2) above then
(1

- ai)to + (a2 - ai)do - (a2 - ai)2s0 < X1(i1) - Xi(i2)

and

Xi(ii) - X1(i2) < (1 - ai)d + (a2 - a1)d + (a2 - a1)so.
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Induction arguments give

- X(i2) >
n-i
(1 (1 - 1)flj0 + (a2 - ai)do

X(i1)

ai)i(l -

j=o

-

(a2

-

n-i
ai)2s0

(1 - ai)i(1 -

j=o

(a2

- ai)(ao - a2)2s0

(1 - ao)u(1
tL+V+ w=

n-2

-

ai)t7(1 -

(5.80)

u,v,wO

and

X(i1) - X(i2) <
(1

- ai)t + (a2 - ai)d'
n-i

- (a2 - cx1)so

(1 - a1)(1

-

j=o
(1

-

ai)(1

-

j=o

- (a2 - ai)(ao

-

(1 - ao)L(1 - ai)v(1

a2)so

- a2)'

(5.81)

u+v+w=n-2
u,v,wO

for n

2.

Note that we can take d0

= 4s0. Using the latter and (5.53), we find

that

X(i1) - X(i2) >
(1

-

n-i
ai)to + (a2 - ai)2s0 E(1

-

ai)2(1 -

(5.82)

j=o

>

(1 - ao)Thio

(5.83)

Thus,
(1 -

ao)nto <

X(i1) - X(i2) <

for some constant A4.
From cases (3) and (4) we have

A4(1

- ar)

(5.84)
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Observation 9 Let i1, i2 E B(i), K(Ii - 'l) := a < K(Ii - i21) := a2 and either
Xo(i1) <Xo(i2) <Xo(i) or Xo(ii) > Xo(i) > Xo(i), then
(1

- ao)'to < X(i2) - X(i1) < A(1 - ar)

(5.85)

where A = max{A3,A4} and Xo(i2) - Xo(ii)I > to.
The latter justifies Observation 7 which implies

Observation 10 If the kernel function is non-increasing then monotone maps
remain monotone under the process.

In the next two cases we show that the particle order can change under
consecutive hits. We use these to extend the Monotonic Proposition. We just consider upper bounds and we will assume from now on that K is strictly decreasing.

(5) Let the conditions be the same as (3) above except that a2 <a then
.Xi(i2)

- Xi(ii) = (1 - ai)(X0(i2) - Xo(ii)) - (ai - a2)Xo(i) - X0(i2))
- (ai - a2)(w1 - Xo(i)).

If d7

is as in (1) except that o is replaced by a2 above then

Xi(i2) - Xi(ii) < (1 - a1)t - (ai - a2)do - (a1 - a2)so.
An induction argument gives

X(i2) - X(i1) <
(1 - a11'in4, - (ai - a2)do

n-i

(l

- ai)(l -

j=o

- (a1 - a2)so(1 - ai)(l (1 - ao)u(1 - ai)v(l -

(a1 - a2)(ao - a2)so
tt+ v-3-w=n-2
t4,v,w>O

(5.86)
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for n

2. There is a change in ordering then when n is such that,
(1

- a1)t - (a1 - a2)dori(1 - air-' < 0

(5.87)

that is, when

(iai)t
n> (a,
- a2)do

(5.88)

or, in general,
71>

(1ar)
m1n12 Ia31 - a32 do

(5.89)

(6) Let the conditions be the same as (4) above except that a2 <a1 then

Xi(ii) - X1(i2) = (1 - a2)(X0(i,) - .Xo(i2)) - (a, - a2)(Xo(i2) - Xo(i))

+ (a, - a2)(wi - Xo(i)).
If d7

is as in (2) above then

X,(i,) - X,(i2) < (1 - a2)t' - (a, - a2)do + (a2 - ai)2s0.
An induction argument gives

X(i,) - X(i2)

<

(1 - a1 \flt0/ - (a, - a2)do

n-i
(1

- a,)(1 -

j=o

+ (a, - a2)2s0

(1 - a,)(1

(1 - ao)u(1 - a,)"(l - a2)w

+ (ai - a2)(ao - a2)2s0
u+v+w=n-2

t,t',wO

for n

2. Continuing from (5.90)

(5.90)
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X(i1)X(i2) <
(1

- a1)'t - (a1 - a2)don(1 - air-1

+ (ai

a2)2son(1

-

+ (ai - a2)(ao - a2)2s0(n - 1)(1 - a2)

< (1 - ai)Tht - (ai - a2)don(1 - a1)1 + Cs0

ar)] + Cso

< (1 - arr[1 - miii jay, - a32 don(1
3132

(5.91)

for some constant C. Let
f(n, K, d0)

(1 - ar)Th[1 - mm Ja1
3132

- a,2 Jdon(1 - ar'}

then f has a minimum at
rnirt

1a,.

1

min12 &jj - a22 d0

and is negative for

n>

log(1

(5.92)

- a,.)

1r

(5.93)

m1n12 a,, - a32 do

To have have i1 and i2 change order (i.e. X(i1) - X(i2) <0) take

= (1 - a )Iflminl [1 - min,2 a,, - a,2 d0 [flminl (1
2C

- ar)9

(5.94)

We are now in a position to redefine the moving event so that when one

occurs at a particle then the neighborhood of that particle reorders given that
separations exist. This will be useful for our purposes.

Recall that a particle is called open if a separation that is bounded below
exists to the left of, to the right of or on both sides of the particle. If the separation

exists on both sides of a particle we say it is isolated.

As is evidenced by case (5) it is necessary to have separations (bounded
below) on both sides in order to determine the number of hits necessary to reorder
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a particle's neighborhood. That is, it is useful to have the particle isolated. This is
not hard to do if the particle is open on one side. Suppose X0 E T and i is open on

the right with a separation greater than s. As usual, let w1 E (Xo+(.s/4), Xo+(s/2))

then, after the hit at i, it is separated on the right by an amount greater than
(1

ao)s by (5.65) and on the left by an amount greater than (K(0)

using (5.54) noting that in the latter equation K(0) - K(l)

- K(1))(s/4)

- &1. Thus we

have

Observation 11 If a particle is open then it can be isolated in one hit.
We now define a new variety of 'moving event' that uses the latter obser-

vation and will reorder neighborhoods (if they are not monotonic). Let particle i
be open and hit it as decribed above. Then i is isolated. Let d be the minimum of

the two separations at i. Let

.

= .(K,

)

be the actual, initial 'hit-interval' length

once i is isolatedthis corresponds to s/4 in the original Moving Lemma. Define
.

as in (5.94) in terms of d Redefine

N(K,) = 1max{2s41,nnjfl(K,d)}l +2
log(l -

(5.95)

We will still use the phrase 'moving event' in this new context to denote the
above sequence of hits with the understanding (as before) that the number of steps
and the interval lengths will in general change over a series of events. As shorthand
for such an event at particle i we will write "hHIT' i." Though we will not keep track

of the number of hits and the associated probabilities, the situation is typically
as follows: There is an initial separation
separations by
and,

for n

J.

1, let

Let
.

co

at a particle. Denote the subsequent

= cio/4, d1 = min{(l

- K(0))J0, (K(0) - K(1))J0/4},

= s(K, d) be the initial hit-interval length after the nth

so-called moving event. Let N := N(K, cLi). Then define
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-n-i

= min{---, (1

)Nn_l4,fl_i}

(5.96)

Note that when a moving event occurs at particle i, the members of B(i) will

order themselves according to their K-values. For example, suppose that B(i) \ {i}

is to the left of i and that i is isolated. A moving event at i (hHIT' i) will cause

i + p and i - p to pair provided the particles exist for 0 <p
will be left of i ± (r

r. Further, i ± r

- 1) which will be left of i ± (r - 2) etc.. To describe this

phenomenon we say that the particles as-order or are cx-ordered. Also we have

Observation 12 Leti1,i2

e

B(i) with K(IiiiI) = K(Iii21) := &' andX0

E

T.

If there are n consecutive hits at particle i then

IX(ii) - X(i2)l = (1 -

- Xo(i2)I.

(5.97)

5.4.1. Getting to Monotonicity

We thank the referee for informing us that the self-organizing property has

been established in [17]. We would also like the say something about the rate at
which this occurs. Without much difficulty we can prove

Lemma 20 Let X0 E '1', K be strictly decreasing and r
constants i

then there exists

and n4 (depending on K) such that the probability X4 is monotonic

exceeds k1.

Proof: There exists a particle i which is open with a separation greater than
s = 1/(1 + 1). hHIT' i. This causes B(i) to a-order. Consequently, either particle

1 or particle £ is on an end (i.e. open). huT' whichever of these is open. The
map is now monotonic. I
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The case when r <1 requires a little more work.

Lemma 21 Let X0
probability X,

T. There exists constants 2 > 0 and n5 such that the

is monotonic exceeds k2.

Proof: We give a recipe using a series of moving events. Given a particle j, define

j

:= minB(j) = max{1,j - r} and

rnax :=

maxB(j) = min{,j + r}. Below is

a table listing "moving events" with a column titled "Open Particles." We justify
calling the particle(s) open with the following:

a particle of huT' particle's neighborhood becomes
open due to a combination of a moving event and aordering

a particle not of the hHIT' particle's neighborhood becomes open when the moving event causes surrounding
particles to move away
a previously open particle remains open by Observation
9 or Observation 8
a previously open particle remains open by Observation
12

There exists a particle i which is open with a separation greater than s =

1/( + 1). (In the open particles column, we may not list all the open particles.)
No. hHIT'

Open Particles

1.) i

i (iii), jj12 and/or

Without loss of generality, assume

Comment
(i)
max

B(i) is a-ordered

is open above i. Now suppose max = £ i.e.
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i+rO.
No. hHJT'

Open Particles

Comment

£

£ - r (i), £ (iii)

B(s) is a-ordered above

£r

£ - r (iii), £ (i) and possibly

B(i - r) a-ordered

(iv)

Suppose £

- 2r < 1 then all particles are below £.

No. hHIT' Opomment
Particles
£

1 (ii), £ - r - 1 (ii), £ - r (i),

£r,..

£ (iii)

creasing above 1,. .

.

£ are monotonic in.

,

£-r-

1

£-r

same particles open for var-

1,. . .

ious reasons

increasing

Suppose £ - 2r

and below 1.

monotonic
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No. hHIT'
£

Open Particles

Comment

£-2r (ii),-r-1 (ii),e-r

Particles

(i), £ (iii)

£ - r, . . ,t are monotonic
.

above

£-r

£-2r

£-2r (i), £-r- 1 (ii), £-r

£ - 2r,.. ,t

(iii), £ (ii)

increasing

£ - 2r (iii), £ - r + 1 (ii)

B(t-2) a-ordered below £-

.

monotonic

r+1,...,t
£

-

£ - 2r + 1(i), £ - r + 1 (iii)

r+1

Particles £-2r+1,...

,

are

monotonic increasing above

(-2r),...,1-2r
£

-

2r +1

If ( - 2r)j,

(t - 2r)j

(ii), £ - 2r (iii),

£ - 2r + 1 (iii)

Particles (1 - 2r)j,. .

.

are monotonic increasing.

< 1 then we are done. If not, an induction argument based on steps

6-8, will carry through to particle 1.

Suppose £ - 2r

No. huT'

£-2r

and above £.

Open Particles

Comment

£ - 2r (iii), £ - r (i) or (iv),

B(1-2r) is a-ordered above

£(ii)

£-r

£ - 2r (i), £ - r (iii), £ (i)

Particles £ - 2r,.

.

.,

are

monotonic decreasing

Now follow steps 6-8 above and induction, if necessary, to get to particle 1. Of
course in these cases "monotonic increasing" is replaced by "monotonic decreasing."
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Suppose i + r <1.

No. huT'

i+r

Open Particles

Comment

i (i) or (iv), i + r (iii)

B(i + r) is a-ordered above

(i), j (iii), i + r (i)

i

Particles

mju, . . . , i

+ r are

monotonic increasing.

If i = 1 then the argument follows similarly to the case where £ is open. Suppose

No. huT'
4".) + 7'

Open Particles
mjn

Comment

(i), ii (iii), (iii), i+r

Particles

. ,

i - 1 are

monotonic increasing be-

(iii)

low B(i + r) (which is aordered).

-1

5F/

min

(iii), i - 1 (iii), i (iii),

i + r - 1 (i), + r (ii)

Particles

1 are monotonic increasing

below i+r,...,(i+r)max.

6".) i+r
1

min

ii (i),

(iii), i+r-1

(iii), i + r (ii), (i + T)max (ii)

jrnin,...,(+)max are monotonic increasing.

If i + 2r < then use induction following steps 4" through 6". If i + 2r > £ and
i - r> 1 then follow steps 3 through 5 or 3, 4', 5', 6, 7, 8 as the case may be. I
Once maps are monotone they stay monotone and consequently we can use

moving events as defined in the General Moving Lemma. Further separations are
now preserved under moving events by (5.65) and (5.85) (see Lemma 7).
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5.4.2. Existence of the Invariant Measure
We first note that the No-Split Lemma goes through unchanged.

We prove the existence of an invariant measure as before, by showing the

process is Feller and that there exists a compact set A' that the process visits
infinitely often almost surely and with finite expected return time.

Proposition 5 Let the environmental measure, /L, and the process be as in Theorem 17, then the process starting in T is Feller.
Proof: The proof is the same as that of Proposition 4 if "&" in that proof is changed

to "c." I
To prove the existence of the set A' we will use the following

Lemma 22 For every e> 0 there exists m and 6' > 0 so that for every Xo E Tm
the probability that Xm() < e for all i E V exceeds 6'.

Proof: The strategy is show that all the particles can come very close to
one endpoint, say zero. Assume, without loss of generality, that X0 is monotonic
increasing.

Case (1): Assume there are no particles in [0, e]. Any hits in [0, e] will bring

r + 1 particles closer to the interval. Let {z, n

0) be defined by z1 = 1, z

(are/4) + (1 - ar)zn_i for n > 0. Then if there are n consecutive hits in [0, e/4],

X(1 + p) < z, where 0

p

r. Now lim,

Z = e/4. Consequently, these

particles will be in [0, e] with a finite number of consecutive hits.

Case (2): Assume there are k particles in [0, e], k < 1. The object is to
move k + 1 below e and then use an induction argument to finish the lemma.

We know there is a separation of at least

= e/(k + 1) between two of the
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particles or between an end particle and an end of the interval. If the separation

is between i and i + 1 and k

-i-1

< r, then use the Moving Lemma for the

decreasing kernel, hitting i + 1 on the left and bring k + 1,... , i + 1 + r below
If the separation is between i and i + 1 and k
w1 E

(Xo(i + 1)

-i-1

> r then let

= s/4,

- 2s, Xo(i + 1) - Se). This guarantees a hit at i + 1 and by

the calculations following Observation 4 (see equations 5.7 and 5.8) we have a

separation greater than crS/4 between i + r + 1 and i + r + 2 ( B(i + 1)).

Let s = QrSj-i/4 = (cr/4)(s/4), w+

j) - s) for 0

j

(X(i + 1 +j)

- 2s,X((i + 1 +

(k - i - 2)/rj. Induction shows we can reach parti cle k

in a finite number of steps and that e

- XL(k_j_2)/?j(k) > (ar/4)_i_2]r(S/4). If

k + 1 is below e then use induction. If not, then use the General Moving Lemma
and induction. Determine 8' and m by the worst case, namely, the disallowed case

where all particles are at 1 and the modified algorithm where in the case of a hit
at coincident particles the lowest index particle is taken as the hit particle.

I

Proposition 6 There exists a compact set A' such that P(X E A' i.o.) = 1.
Sketch of proof: First we note that with a strictly decreasing kernel function, hits

create separations between neighborhood members. Let Xo E T and, without
loss of generality, let X0 be monotonic increasing. Assume particle i is hit on the

right and that i1,i2

B(i) and Xo(i2) < Xo(ii) < Xo(i). Let w1 - Xo(i)

Rr(i - ij) = aj, j = 1,2 and a := min12 K(ji) - K(j2), then
X1(ij) - Xi(i2) = 2(o(ii) + a1(w1 - Xo(ii)) - [X0(i2) + c2(wi - .Xo(i2))]
Xo(i1) - Xo(i2) +

(oi - a2)(wi - Xo(ii))

a2(Xo(ii) - Xo(i2))
(cvi

- &2)S

as
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Thus we can create a lower bound for our separations. Let I?' =
above lemma, move all the particles into the interval [0,

event in the interval (1 -

hit is in (1 interval (1

-

is in (1 -

, 1

,

1]), then B(s) C (1

,

1

-

As per the

). If there is a moving

1] (i.e. let the hit particle be £+ 1 = 1 and the initial

,

-

Ff1.

-

,

1]. If there is then a moving event in the

) then v (i.e. let the hit particle be £ - r and the initial hit

B( - r) ç (1 -

all particles are moved above 1

-

,1

-

7).

Continue in this fashion until

=

The initial distance s between the hit intervals and the particles below
is always

After the first hit, then, the distances between particles of the hit

neighborhood are bounded below by

.

In that any neighborhood is hit a finite

number of times and there are a finite number of neighborhoods hit, the distance

between particles has a positive lower bound by equation 5.85 (Observation 9).
Now we can define A' as we did A. Since the event described here happens with
positive probability in a finite number of steps, the result follows.

I

5.4.3. Proof of Theorem 17

Both the Shrinking Lemma and the Starting Lemma rely on joint hits to
monotonic maps. The situation for the general kernel function is much the same
as for the simple kernel function of Theorem 16.

Observation 13 If there is a joint hit at i' = i for Xn, Yn E Tm then

X1(i) - Y1(j) = (1 - K(ji - j)X(i) - Yn(j)j.
forj E B(i).

(5.98)
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Lemma 23 (General Shrinking Lemma) For r

there exists ëo > 0, ' > 0 and

ñ0 such that for all X0 and Yo in Tm with D(X0, Y0)

ëo and X0 and Yo paired,

the probability that after ñ0 steps there is a shrinking exceeds 5.

Proof: The proof is the same as that of the Shrinking Lemma for Theorem 1 using

the above observation and changing "a" to "a,." and " o," " y" and "n0" to
"go," "i" and "ñ0," respectively. The neighborhood function need only be nonincreasing.

U

Lemma 24 (General Glueing Lemma) For all p < 1 there exists e > 0 such that
if the starting X0, 1"0 E Tm satisfy D(X0, Y0)

then the probability of a glueing

(never having a split in the future) exceeds p.

Proof: The proof is the same as that of the Glueing Lemma for Theorem 16 with
the following changes: "a," "-y," "60," and "n0" become "a,.," '5," "do," and "ñ0,"
respectively. Replace "Shrinking Lemma" with "General Shrinking Lemma."

Lemma 25 Let 1 <r < [-j. For X

I

T there exists 2 > 0 and ñ" such that

the probability of achieving a separation everywhere in ñ" steps exceeds k2.

Proof: The proof follows that of Lemma 9 with the following changes: The
moving events are those of the General Moving Lemma.

Change "Moving

Lemma" to "General Moving Lemma." "N(a, s)" and "O(a, s)" become "N(K, s)"

and "t9(K, s)," respectively.

"Os" becomes "e(K, s)" where Sn

ao)V(n_1)si and S = 1/4( + 1). I
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Lemma 26 (General Starting Lemma) Let X0, Yo E Tm, then there exists ñ2 and

S > 0 such that the probability that D(X2, Y2) < co and X2,

are paired

exceeds 6.

Proof: Again the proof is the same as the that of the Starting Lemma with the
following changes: "Moving Lemma" becomes "General Moving Lemma" and the

moving events are those of the latter. "n" changes to "ñ"." Replace "N+1" with

"N+1" and let N+1 =
(5.42).

N(K,

+ 2ñ". "N(Q, s')" becomes "N(K, s')" in

I
the

In

section

on

the

waiting

time

w,

the definitions of Mx,,. . . , H,, T0, . . . , W' remain unchanged. We list the lemmas of that section. The proofs are similar to their counterparts for Theorem 16;
the changes should be clear from the above adaptations. For example, "Monotonic

Proposition" is replaced by "Lemma 21."

Lemma 27 There exists constants a > 0, 0 < b < 1 such that P(Wk = n) < ab'
for all k

1.

Lemma 28 There exists constants c> 0, 0 <d < 1 such that P(L = 2n) < cd2
and L is always even.

Lemma 29 W' is geometrically bounded.

Proof of Theorem 17: The proof follows that of Theorem 16 using the above
changes, e.g., "0" becomes "0," "y" becomes "j."I
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS ON THE KOHONEN STRING
IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS
6.1. Conclusions
We have shown that in one dimension, both the standard Kohonen process

and the Kohonen process with a strictly decreasing neighborhood function are
super-stable with exponential rate if the environmental measure i is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure with a density bounded above and
away from zero and 1

<r

[ij

in the case of the standard Kohonen process.

This type of stability is different than that considered in the literature (see,
for example, [20]) in that the shrinking/gain parameter a remains fixed instead of

going ('slowly') to zero. Our approach is simple (though, at times, tedious) and
constructive, and while it parallels that of Burton and Fans in [9], it differs from
the approaches of others. Finally, our bound on r in the standard Kohonen process

is new, though hinted at previously (see the condition S, equation 2.4 in section
2.2.2).

Though a number of the proofs did not rely on monotonicity and the ex-

istence of the absorbing class

Tm,

the latter were important in, for example,

the Starting (Pairing) Lemma. When considering the Kohonen string in the ddimensional unit cube, where d > 1, the situation is more complex. Although
some states appear to be more stable than others, there does not appear to be any
absorbing class [19].
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6.2. Remarks on the Kohonen String in d Dimensions
6.2.1. Introduction
Some of the results for the one-dimensional case extend with little difficulty

to higher dimensional case. For example, we give a proof of the Moving Lemma

With these extensions (especially, the generalization of Lemma 9, the

below.

Separation Lemma), it appears one can show super-stability for cases where £ is
small and r = 1. With increasing £ and r, the latter method becomes unwieldy.

6.2.2. Observations
In the following, let

.

be the standard Euclidean norm. We consider

the standard Kohonen processthe Kohonen stringin d dimensions. So V =

{1,2,.. .,.}, Xe Td, and {w} C [o,i]d.
Recall the

Definition 21 The Voronol tessellation C2(x)
C1(x) = {z E [0, 1Jdfflx - yII <

Thus, if

Jxk

of x E T is defined by

- yIJ, k

i},

ViE V

e C(X) then particle i is hit. If there were just two particles then

the Voronol tessellation would consist of two regions divided by the hyperplane

orthogonal to the line segment X(1)X(2) through (X(1) + X(2))/2 or the set of
points x E [0, 1}d satisfying

(X(i) - X(2)) .

(X(l) +X(2))\
(

2

= 0.

Let

Hx(i;j)

{x C [0, 1}dI(X(i)

- X(j)). (x

(X(i) + X(j))
2
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Then

Cx(i) = fl1Hx(i;j).
Consequently, Cx(i) is convex for all i [31].
All but one of the observations from the one dimensional case generalize to
higher dimensions.

Observation 14 Hitting at i causes a shrinking of the distance between between

i and its neighbors by a factor (1 - a).
If

j E B(i) then

IIX'(i) - X'(i)Il =

(X(j) - X(i))2 + (X(j) - X(i))2 + ... + (X(j) - X(i))2

- a)2[(X(j) - X?(i))2 + (X(j) - X(i))2 + .. . + (X(j) - X(i))2]
= (1 - cr)JJX°(j) - X°(i)ll
=

(1

Consequently, equation 5.6 holds in the higher dimensional case, i.e.,

(1 - a)Ths <

IIxm(i + pi) - Xm(i + p2)11 </(i -

where lXm(i +p) - Xm(i + p2)1 > s,

0

c.

(6.1)

Ipil, 1P2l <r.

Observation 15 Hits at i do not change the relative position of i and its neighbor(s).

Consider the convex hull of X(B(i)). A hit at i causes the latter to shrink

however its 'shape' remains the same. The direction of the line through X°(i)
and X°(j) is given by (X°(j)

through X'(i) and X1(j) is

- X°(i))/X°(j) - X°(i)Il. The direction of the line
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(X'(j) - X1(i))
IIX1(i)

(1 - a)(X°(j)

- X°(i))

- X1(i)lj - 11(1 - cr)(.X°(j) - X°(i))II
-

X°(j) - X°(i)
X°(j) - X°(i)lj

Observation 16 If particle i is hit and w E convex hull of X(B(i)) then there
is an increase in separation between the neighbors of i and particles outside the
convex hull of X(B(i)).

Observation 17 If for the maps X, Y,,, E T there is a joint hit at i then

X1(i +p) Y1(i +p)J

(1 a)IX(i +p) -

where II <r.
Observation 18 The only way to increase the distance between maps is to have
a split.

6.2.3. The Moving and No-Split Lemmas

Given two sets A and B let IA - BII := inf{ lix Let V(A) := fA 1i(dx) where

il

:

x e A, y e B}.

is d-dimensional Lesbegue measure and let Sd be

the unit sphere centered at the origin in Rd. We can now generalize the Moving
Lemma.

Lemma 30 Let C be a convex body, C C CXm() where IC - 9Cxo(i)iI > s > 0
and V(C) > 0. Then there exists an N(a, .s') and 0> 0 such that

X+n(F)(B(i)) C C + S'Sd
with probability greater than 9, where 0> s' < s.

(6.2)
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Proof: As before, let m = 0, 1 := C and

E I := aw + (1 - a)I. Conse-

quently,

IncIn-1c...cIo.
Note that {I} behaves as {X(B(i))}. In particular, the trajectories of elements
of 1 and Xo(B(i)) maintain their relative positions. Thus

InCCx(i), Vn.
+ (1 - a)x then

Let x0 E 'o and Xn+1 :=

IlX(i + p) - xJ =
where

(1

- a)IIXo(i + p) - xo

V

ll <r and i + p E V. Since {x} C C then
JJX(B(i)) - Cl!

<(1-

Thus, choose n so that

(1)/<s'
Let

log(1 -

+1

(6.3)

and
N(a,s')

9 :=

fl

V(I) I.

(6.4)

The No-Split Lemma generalizes as

Lemma 31 For each e > 0, if the initial X0 and Y0 satisfy D(X0, Y0)

e, are

paired and minj3 !IX0(i) - Xo(j)j > h > 0 then the probability that after one step

X and Y split is bounded by Cole/h.
Proof: See [9].
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